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SIPTU calls
for a ‘New
Course’

Artist’s
support for
James Connolly
bridge
By Scott Millar

S

EVERAL prominent
figures from the world
of music, arts and
sport have expressed
their support for the campaign to name Dublin’s new
transport bridge in honour of
trade union organiser and
1916 leader, James Connolly.

By Frank Connolly

T

In a document entitled ‘Towards a New
Course’ the NEC has called on the Government
to lower its planned budget adjustment of €3.5
billion for 2013 and intensify efforts to boost
investment and jobs in order to escape an even
more disastrous recession next year. It argues
that the EU/IMF/ECB troika must be persuaded
to reduce its expectations for the reduction of
the budget deficit over the next two years.
The NEC also calls for the immediate creation of a new Strategic Investment Bank to
facilitate economic recovery and argues that
the Government could also encourage household spending if it allowed the early drawdown of pension savings.
“The Government faces a choice in that it
can stick rigidly to the 2013 budgetary plan
and knowingly depress the domestic economy
or it can take account of internal economic
conditions and redistribute the deficit reduction measures between 2013 and 2015,” the
document, agreed by the NEC on Friday (21st
September), states.
“The Troika must be persuaded that lowering the budget adjustment scheduled for 2013
and increasing efforts to boost investment and
employment growth is the only hope for
Ireland coming anywhere close to meeting the
budget deficit targets in 2015.
“We need an investment plan which will
make a major employment impact. The
Government’s €2.25 billion investment stimulus spread over 7 years, while welcome, does
not go far enough.
“At a time when tender prices are back at
1998 levels and 40% of those on the Live
Register are workers skilled in the crafts and
Continued on page 2
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HE Government could create
up to 25,000 new jobs next
year and a further 50,000 by
the end of 2014 if it adopted a
set of workable proposals put forward
by the National Executive Council
(NEC) of SIPTU.

Aleida Guevara March daughter of Che with an original copy of the 1916 Proclamation in Liberty Hall on Wednesday
(26th September) see page 2

Towards a new course – the
SIPTU 12 point plan for
economic recovery
Page 18-19

Win a €500
shopping voucher
with SIPTU Membership
Services Page 30

The bridge from Marlborough
Street to Hawkins Street is due to
open next summer, during a year of
special significance to the trade
union movement as it marks the
100th anniversary of the 1913
Lockout and comes just three years
before the centenary of the 1916
Rising.
Among those who have backed
the proposal to commemorate the
struggles of the working people of
Dublin by naming the bridge in
honour of James Connolly are
singers Christy Moore, Andy Irvine,
Mary Byrne and Frances Black;
actors Bryan Murray and Gabriel
Byrne; comedians Brendan Grace
and Brendan O’Carroll; poets Theo
Dorgan and Paula Meehan, as well
as artist Robert Ballagh and Dublin
GAA star Alan Brogan.
SIPTU Organiser, Brendan Carr,
who is leading the James Connolly
Bridge committee, said that the
growing support for the proposal
indicated “the importance of James
Connolly’s legacy and the widespread recognition of his crucial
role in both the Great Lockout and
Easter Rising.”
The campaign will be formally
meeting Dublin city councillors in
the coming days to seek the
endorsement of all political parties
and independents for the proposal.
Several cultural organisations and
trade unions are also expected to
pledge their support.
See page 6
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Asked to transport money to the
rebels in the mountains of
Escambrey, she met the young Che
during one of her trips. Their
daughter Aleida said the young
Argentinian born revolutionary
was struck by the beauty and
charm of the local carnival queen.
As her mother explains in her
book “Remembering Che; my life
with Che Guevara”, the pair had
little time to enjoy their new
found love over the next few years
as they fought against the Batista
dictatorship. As their daughter,
Aleida Guevara March, explained
her mother found it very painful
to write her memories of Che.
“It’s a very intimate book. It is
probably the human side of Che
that very people
know about. I
really love the
book as it
brings me closer to my father
who died when
I was six years
old. They first
met in the
mountains during the revolutionary years. The
26th July movement decided to
send money to
Che who was
already in
Escambrey and she
was the woman
who brought the

money. He met a very
cute and charming
young woman and
they fell in love. It
was painful for her to
remember and she
cried a lot at the
beginning of the writing of this memoir,”
she said.
Her mother is the
director of the Che
Guevara centre in
Havana and leads a
healthy and active
life, Aleida says.
Aleida is one of
four children her
mother had with Che
who also had a child
from a previous relationship. Her mother
last saw the worlds
most
iconic
revolutionary
in
1966
after
his return
from the
Congo
and before his
departure to
Bolivia where he
was killed a year
later.
Aleida Guevara
March is opening the ‘Che do
Bheatha’ festival in Kilkee on
Friday (28th

Aleida Guevara March
on top of Liberty Hall

September) where she will launch
and sign her mother’s book. She
will also speak at a public meeting
in Liberty Hall, Dublin on Monday
1st October at 8.00 p.m. where
she will also be available for book
signings.
Tickets for Liberty Hall event,
€5, are available from Deirdre
Price Tel; 01 858 6372 or email;
dprice@siptu.ie.

Gleeson Group workers protest
Eight workers, who had their
employment terminated by the
Gleeson Group in late August,
began a protest outside the company’s distribution plant on
Monday, 24th September.
SIPTU Organiser Graham
Macken said: “The majority of
workers in the distribution plant
are SIPTU members. However, the
company has refused to meet
with union representatives to discuss changes to their terms and
conditions of employment.
“In recent months management
has implemented pay cuts without agreement with the workers.
This action is in breach of the
Payment of Wages Act. On

Monday, 27th August, management terminated the employment
of eight workers, the majority of
whom are active trade union
members. It was claimed that the
job losses were part of a redundancy situation but the day after
the workers finished their jobs,
management hired agency workers to take over their roles.
Management has repeatedly
refused to meet with union representatives and has declined an
invitation to attend the Labour
Relations Commission to discuss
the issue. The eight workers have
decided to bring their cases to the
Employment Appeals Tribunal and
not to call for industrial action by

their colleagues at this stage.
Elected representatives from
Sinn Féin and the United Left
Alliance have participated in the
daily protests outside the plant.
Sinn Féin TD Aengus
O’Snodaigh raised the issue in the
Dáil on Tuesday, 25th September,
stating: “These work practices
were unacceptable in 1913 and
remain unacceptable. It is wrong,
it is confrontational and it will be
opposed.”
Products distributed by the
Gleeson Group include Tipperary
Water, Bavaria beer, Finches soft
drinks, Devil’s Bit Cider and Boost
Energy drink.

abandon the myth that the established banks are lending to their
potential. They are focused on
restoring their loan to deposit
ratios, not facilitating economic
recovery. Despite the limitations

on resources the Government must
proceed with the Strategic
Investment Bank to which it is
committed in its own programme.”

Liberty is dedicated to providing a platform for progressive news and views.
If you have any ideas for articles or comments please contact:
communcationsdepartment@siptu.ie

Continued from page 1
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related construction industries,
the Government can and must do
more.
“Credit lines must be restored.
We need a new Strategic
Investment Bank. It’s time to
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Home help Geraldine McNamara works for the HSE in county Tipperary

Day in the life of a home help
“MY JOB is one of great
responsibility that involves
caring for people who are
often isolated and totally
dependant on their home
help services for the basic
essentials of life.

My working day begins at 8.00 a.m.
with a visit to client A. He suffers
from the effects of a stroke, which
has left him paralysed on the left
side.
I assist the client to get out of bed,
get showered, dressed and to clean
and light his fire.
The client uses a nebuliser which I
prepare for him. He has breakfast. I
then make his bed, do the washing,

tidy the house and I get him some
items from the shop. The HSE allocates me one hour to assist client A.
Next, I travel to Client B. She suffers from angina and is recovering
from cancer. I help her dress and
wash. I light the fire, make the bed,
make her tea, and do washing and
ironing, and light housework. Time
allocated is half an hour.
Client C has had hip replacements
and has a frozen shoulder. She has a
full body wash daily. I assist her with
putting on special stockings to prevent ulcers.
She has also suffered from ulcers
on her feet which I monitor. I make
her tea, empty the dishwasher and

clean her house. Time allocated is
one hour.
Client D is suffering from the latter stages of multiple sclerosis and is
also assisted by a family member.
She is completely confined to bed
and we use slide sheets when turning and changing her.
She is doubly incontinent and has
to be washed and changed in her
bed. Once a week she has a shower
which requires two home helps, as
we have to use a hoist and a special
shower chair. We have to be very
careful she doesn’t develop bedsores. Time allocated by the HSE for
this client’s care is half an hour and
one hour on days when she uses the

shower. My working day ends
with a visit to Client E who is a
wheelchair user and requires a hoist
to get out of bed so she can be
brought to the bathroom, dressed
and showered.
I make her bed and help her with
doing her hair. The HSE provides
one hour of home help services,
morning and evening, to this client.
My clients do not live next door to
each other and I travel about 30
miles each day. My petrol expenses
are refunded but I do not get paid for
travelling time.
I spend approximately two hours a day
travelling to visit my clients and some days
my last appointment is at 9.00 p.m.”

Hard graft: Home help
Geraldine McNamara

Home helps organising
campaign gathers pace

Support in Sligo

MORE than a thousand
home helps and home care
workers attended a series of
meetings during the summer
of the SIPTU national campaign to Defend Home Help
Services.

The protest took place at
lunchtime outside the HSE offices
in Markievicz House.
SIPTU Organiser, Declan Ferry,
said: “Home helps held the demonstration to highlight an attempt by
the HSE to cut home help services in
the Sligo and Letirim by 10,000
hours per month.
“Home helps completely oppose
this attack on local services that will
endanger clients’ lives and breaches
the Croke Park Agreement.”

Picture: Paula Geraghty

Backing at Wicklow Town demo
SOME 200 people attended a
demonstration against attempts
to reduce the pay and working
hours of SIPTU home helps in
Wicklow Town on 23rd August.

The demonstration began outside
the Grand Hotel at 3.00 pm and proceeded to the offices of Wicklow
Community and Family Services

(WCFS), Abbey Street.
At the WCFS offices, SIPTU
Organiser, John Hubbard, handed in
a letter calling on management to
enter “meaningful negotiations”
with the workers and their union
representatives.
John Hubbard told Liberty: “The
home helps were overwhelmed at
the support they received from peo-

ple who had travelled from across
the county to attend the protest.
“On 1st May the management of
WCFS implemented a 5% pay cut
without consultation or agreement
with staff.
“Since 1st August a further 5% pay
cut has been implemented, all premium rate payments ended and zero
hour contracts introduced.”

Picture: Paula Geraghty

So far almost 60 gatherings have
been held throughout the South and
West with further events scheduled
for other areas during the autumn.
SIPTU lead organiser and Defend
Home Help Services campaign coordinator, Miriam Hamilton,
told Liberty: “The purpose of the meetings
was to update these
workers on negotiations between SIPTU
and the HSE on their
contracts of employment and to discuss
how workers in each
county, through their
union, can campaign
to defend vital local
home help services.
“With more meetings planned in Kerry,
Limerick, Louth and
Meath in the coming
weeks and more to come in other
counties, we are endeavouring to
organise every home help in the
country.”
She added: “Home helps around
the country are telling us that they
have seen reductions to their hours
and that clients have had their care
reduced.
“These workers need time to
deliver quality care. Home helps
know that neither they nor their
clients can afford further reductions
in hours.”
Year on year the number of home
helps employed by the HSE is being
reduced while there is a correspon-

ding increase in the outsourcing of
services to private ‘for-profit’ companies.
This is eroding the quality professional services currently provided
by home helps. Meanwhile, SIPTU
has requested an emergency Labour
Court hearing into the rapidly deteriorating treatment of home helps
by the management of the Health
Service Executive (HSE).
The request follows HSE’s failure
to honour the terms of a Labour
Court recommendation that specified that management enter meaningful discussions
on finalising an
agreement to provide home helps
with adequate contracts and security
of earnings.
SIPTU
Health
Division Organiser,
Paul Bell, said:
“SIPTU has attempted to initiate meaningful discussions
with the HSE but
has been unable to make any
progress due to management intransigence.
“During this period, the conditions of employment of home helps
across the country has deteriorated
rapidly, with cuts to their working
hours which have resulted in an
unacceptable reduction in the services provided to vulnerable citizens.
“These actions are not only
endangering clients’ lives but are
also in breach of the Croke Park
Agreement which prioritises the use
of home helps directly employed by
the HSE to provide these vital services.”

MORE than 150 people
attended a protest in support
of home helps in Sligo Town
on 20th September.
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News in Brief
Little pain for businesses that break the law

Deal struck in Lagan Brick Dispute

A

GREEMENT was reached
in the long-running
strike at the Lagan Brick
manufacturing plant in
Kingscourt,
county
Cavan, on 12th September when
workers and management accepted
a deal brokered by Sinn Féin.

SIPTU Organiser, John Regan, told
Liberty: “The workers voted to accept proposals which provide for a fair and reasonable conclusion to the dispute. The agreement provides the workers with an opportunity to get back to a normal life.”
The deal was secured after an interventionn by Sinn Féin President, Gerry
Adams, who contacted the Belfast-based
owners of the Lagan Group.
After voting in favour of the deal, the
workers released a statement thanking all
those who had supported them during the
dispute.
“We want to thank all our families, particularly our wives and partners, for their
steadfast support over these challenging
months.
"We also want to thank our friends and
neighbours and the people of counties
Cavan, Monaghan and Meath and our supporters from across Ireland.

“Without their solidarity our efforts
would have been much more difficult to
sustain. Our dispute was also supported
by many businesses and we thank them
for their goodwill and generosity."
The workers also thanked SIPTU
Organiser, John Regan, and the union for
its support, as well as the politicians who
played a crucial role in finding an agreed
solution to the dispute.
“We thank Sinn Féin TD, Caoimhghin Ó
Caoláin and Fine Gael Minister of State,
Shane McEntee, for their help in bringing
this dispute to an end.
“Our thanks too to Gerry Adams TD and
Belfast City Councillor, Jim McVeigh,
whose intervention, along with Deputy Ó
Caoláin, led to this welcome settlement.”
The details of the agreement concluded
between the workers’ representatives and
the management of Lagan Brick are confidential.
However, the deal is believed to be a
combination of a Labour Court recommendation issued on 20th July and a previous
proposal from the company.
The dispute began when workers at the
Lagan Brick manufacturing plant in
Kingscourt were informed it was closing
only hours before it ceased operation on
16th December, 2011.

At Listowel District
Court on Wednesday,
19th September, District
Judge
Mary
Larkin
imposed a fine of €1,000
on Daniel McAuliffe &
Sons (Construction) Ltd
of Listowel, Co. Kerry, for
failing to comply with a
Labour Court Order.
The Labour Court Order
directed the company to pay
over to the Construction
Workers Pension Scheme the
sum of €17,389, in respect of

pension, mortality insurance
and sick pay cover for the period from January 2008 to
December 2009.
SIPTU Organiser, Patrick
McCabe, said: “The imposition
of a quarter of the maximum
fine that can be applied for
this breach of the law is no
deterrent to construction
firms."
A recent survey by the
Construction Industry Federation
(CIF) found that 52% of construction companies believe

they have lost more than five
jobs to ‘black economy operations’ in the last 12 months.
SIPTU Utilities and Construction
Division Organiser, Christy
McQullian, said: “The issue of
compliance and the enforcement
of the Registered Employment
Agreements are central to talks
between the CIF and unions at the
Labour Relations Commission.”
The CIF has demanded
major cuts to worker wages, a
move which is being opposed
by unions.

FAI refuses Labour Court invitation
The Football Association
of Ireland (FAI) has
refused to attend the
Labour Court to discuss
the dispute at the sporting organisation which
has been provoked by a

management attempt to
impose a 10% pay cut, a
freeze on pension scheme
contributions and seven
compulsory redundancies on its staff.
SIPTU

Organiser,

Denis

Hynes said: “The workers at
the FAI have already suffered
two pay cuts over the past 18
months and we have told management they cannot be
expected to take any more.”

Jobs saved at Atlantic Homecare
SIPTU has welcomed the
decision to keep open
two Atlantic Homecare
stores in Galway and the
Liffey Valley Centre in
Dublin which had been
marked for closure when

the company went into
administration in June.

SIPTU Organiser, Denis
Hynes said: “The decision to
keep open two of the stores
that had originally been earmarked for closure will save

up to 40 jobs. The move was
made possible following extensive talks between the examiner,
the Atlantic Homecare stores’
landlords and SIPTU, which represents workers at the company.”

Optimism at Clerys
Trade Unions & Communities say:

Austerity isn’t Working!

There is optimism that
the takeover of Clerys
Stores by the US private
equity group, Gordon
Brothers, will provide job
security for workers
employed in the compa-

ny’s landmark store on
O’Connell Street in
Dublin.

Following a meeting on 18th
September with the new owners SIPTU Organiser, Graham
Macken, said: “We are cautiously optimistic that they

will be able to provide certainty to workers.” However, he
added SIPTU is concerned by
the new owners’ decision not
to take on the liabilities of the
company’s existing pension
scheme and is seeking further
discussions on this issue.”

Win at National Gallery
A SIPTU member was
reinstated into his job as
a security attendant in
the National Gallery of
Ireland following a
Labour Court ruling that
he should have been
given a Contract of indefinite duration rather
than a series fixed term
contracts.
Michael Coyne was represent-

UU Art College, York St. Belfast
Assemble 11.00am
March-off 11.30am
Rally @ Custom House Square 12.15
Co-ordinated by The Irish
Congress of Trade Unions
www.ictuni.org

ed by the MISC at his Labour
Court hearing in late July
which determined that management at the national
gallery had breached his rights
under the Protection of
Employees (Fixed Term Work)
Act 2003 when it failed to
offer him a contract of indefinite duration after working at
the facility for eight years.
The court ordered the Gallery
to reinstate Coyne, pay any

arrears in wages due to him
and €3,000 in compensation.
MISC representative, Peter
Glynn, said: “In the employer's defence of ‘objective justification’ they argued cost and
lack of Department of Finance
support. We successfully
argued that both cost and the
public sector moratorium is
not an objective ground as
defined within the Section 7
of the Act.”

Crew secures over $100,000 in unpaid wages
SIPTU supported the
International Transport
Workers' Federation (ITF)
in securing $102,735 in
wages due to nine Eastern
European seafarers.
The Dutch-Antilles registered

vessel, the mv Julia, was boarded by the ITF coordinator for
Ireland and Britain, Ken
Fleming, in Drogheda Port on
Thursday, 13th September.
He told the ship's operators,
Transship Management, that the
ship faced arrest if the funds

were not paid immediately.
Faced with the prospect of the
mv Julia sitting in the Boyne
Channel with a crew refusing to
sail her or finish loading her, the
company paid the outstanding
wages in full on Friday (14th
September).
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At your service:
Dublin’s finest in
RTE 1 documentary

Fire Fighters
documentary
tells it as it is

RTE is currently screening
a documentary series highlighting the critical work
carried out by the Dublin
Fire Brigade.
Titled Fire Fighters, it will run
for eight weeks and will feature
the stories of those brave men

and woman – many of whom are
SIPTU members – who carry out
this vital public service.
Sector Organiser Owen Reidy,
who represents SIPTU members
in DFB, told Liberty: “It is to be
welcomed that RTE have decided
to make such a documentary at

this time as it will provide the
public an opportunity to see the
critical professional work that our
members in Dublin Fire Brigade
carry out 24 hours a day 365 days
a year to keep the population of
the greater Dublin area safe.
“Hopefully the programme will

EROs/REAs talks

Cleaners and security
staff in vote over deals

S

IPTU’s Contract Cleaning
and Security Services
Sector is balloting
more than 10,000 security static guards and
contract cleaners over the next
two months.
The union is recommending a YES
vote in the ballot over two new
national collective agreements.
The proposals, if endorsed by
SIPTU members, will pave the way to
have both agreements registered

under the newly enacted Industrial
Relations Act 2012. SIPTU lobbied
for the legislation so that the
Employment Regulation Orders
(EROs) and Registered Employment
Aagreements (REAs) could be put on
a sound legal footing.
Contract cleaners and security officers were previously covered by
EROs up to July 2011 when they
were struck down by the High Court.
Since then, SIPTU along with a
wider progressive coalition of other
unions and NGOs have been lobby-

ing for new legislation in order to
provide workers – such as cleaners,
security officers and other low-paid
workers – to negotiate collectively
bargained yet legally enforceable
minimum conditions of employment for their industries.
SIPTU cleaners as part of the Fair
Deal for Cleaners campaign played a
leading role in agitating, lobbying
and protesting to advance the rights
of all low-paid workers. Because of
this, SIPTU cleaners managed to
secure a “holding” REA for six

What the talks leaders say:
‘It’s so important to fully
organise every site, every
workplace so that we can
police this agreement and
build on it. This agreement is
a means to an end not an end
in itself. The end in itself is to
achieve fairness, respect and a
decent wage for all cleaners.’

Barbara
Molas

– Barbara Molas, also a member of
the Contract Cleaning talk team, is a
sector committee member and
union rep in Beaumont Hospital
with Resource.

‘This agreement will prevent
further displacement and
avoid a situation where
employers can seek to pay
contract cleaners only the
minimum pay of €8.65 an
hour.’

– Martin Brennan is a SIPTU sector
committee member and member
of the negotiating team for the
Contract Cleaning Sector.

Martin
Brennan

Christy
Waters

‘Without a national legally
enforceable collectively
bargained agreement our
industry would go back to
the Dark Ages whereby
cowboy security firms could
exploit security officers and
drive standards down.
‘With this agreement we
have restored some key
central elements of the
previous ERO and have
made some real gains for
the industry and our members as a whole.
‘This allows us a real
platform to organise more
security officers and build
on the real gains made.’
– Christy Waters, a SIPTU NEC
member, is a security officer with
Manguard Plus and a member of
the Security talk team.

months from February to August
this year.
The sets of proposals protect and
enhance the minimum conditions of
employment in both industries. In
contract cleaning, the minimum rate
of pay of €9.50 has been protected.
In security, the minimum entry rate
of pay has been enhanced by a 7.5%
increase, now at €10.75 an hour.
The proposals are being recommended by both SIPTU negotiating
teams. These teams are made up of
union organisers who organise and
bargain in the industry along with
elected Shop Stewards who are
industry experts in cleaning and
security.
Seeking to develop REAs in both
contract cleaning and security is a
critical part of SIPTU’s overall union
and sector strategy and is a bid to
organise workers and build worker
power with real leverage in the
cleaning and security industries.
Having such agreements in place
is critical in contracted services in
order to take wages out of competition and to avoid placing unionised
contractors in an uncompetitive situation.
They also constitute a key piece of
infrastructure that seeks to defend
workers’ earnings in what are labour
intensive industries.
The union believes the two agreements – if endorsed by the membership – will create an opportunity to
organise more cleaners and security
officers.
The agreements have also
involved significant collaboration
between
SIPTU’s
Strategic
Organising Department and the sector during the contract cleaning REA
talks.

also be a catalyst for a more reasoned and less vitriolic debate
when discussing the value and
future of the public service and
those who provide it in Ireland
today notwithstanding the economic challenges we face.”
Fire Fighters RTE 1 8.30 p.m. Tuesdays

PROPOSALS
AT A GLANCE
Contract cleaning

• Protects minimum pay
rate of €9.50 an hour
• Good Friday to be
treated as a public
holiday for existing
staff, normal working
day for new entrants
• Sick pay – ERO sick pay
scheme retained
• Overtime at 1.5 after 40
hours for first four
hours and x 2 thereafter
• Sunday Overtime at
double time after 40
hours
• Sunday Premium –
existing arrangements
company by company
to remain
• Death In Service
Benefit €5,000 to apply
subject to service
criteria

Security

• Increased minimum
hourly pay to €10.75
• Sunday premium
hourly rate at an extra
€3.44 per hour
• Overtime 1.5 after 48hrs
• Unsocial hours
payments – consolidated
into €10.75 an hour
• Sick Pay – up to €100
per week for four
weeks per year plus
Social Welfare
entitlements
• Personal Attack Benefit
– Up to 26 weeks pay,
if attacked
• Death in Service
Benefit - one year pay
after six months
service up to age 65
• Public holiday payment
– if rostered to work
Christmas Day treble
time plus eight hours
to apply
• Displacement – Clause
on maintenance of
existing agreements
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Artists back
Connolly
Bridge drive
WITH the renowned Agnes
Brown joining the campaign,
who would bet against James
Connolly Bridge becoming a
reality?

Mrs Brown’s creator comedian,
Brendan O’Carroll, said his background in a “union family” and having once been a member of “Robert
Emmet branch of the James
Connolly Youth Movement” meant
that he fully recognised the importance of Connolly’s legacy.
He also said it was no accident
that Mrs Brown and her boys live in
a house in “James Larkin Court”.
Another of Dublin’s best-loved
comedians, Brendan Grace, also
pointed to his family connection to
Connolly’s legacy when voicing his
support for the campaign.
He said: “The new bridge in the
heart of the city is in an area I know
well. During my youth I was often
in the area as my father worked as a
barman in O’Reilly’s Pub in
Hawkins Street. There he often
served customers, such as Brendan
Behan and later Con Houlihan, who
were staunch admirers of the work
of James Connolly.”
Among the proposal’s other
prominent supporters is the Head
of Special Projects at the National
Archives of Ireland and author of
Dublin 1911, Catríona Crowe.
She said she supported the naming of the bridge in honour of
Connolly in recognition of his role
in campaigning for women’s rights,
declaring him to be “one of the
great feminists of his time.”
Actor Bryan Murray said:
“Connolly’s activities represent
more than just the actions of one
man, no matter how crucial. Rather,
they speak of the aspirations and
desires of working people in Dublin
at the beginning of the revolutionary period.” The campaign to name

Brendan O’Carroll

Frances Black

Brendan Grace

Paula Meehan

Mary Byrne

Robert Ballagh

Christy Moore

Alan Brogan

the new bridge was covered in a
recent RTE Liveline programme.
Labour Group leader in Dublin City
Council and former Lord Mayor,
Dermot Lacey, phoned in to say why
he was backing the campaign
because Connolly “more or less
wrote the [Easter] Proclamation. We
are going to have the children’s
rights referendum later this year and

one of Connolly’s key phrases, ‘cherishing all the children of the nation
equally’, still resonates to this day.”
He added that naming the bridge
in honour of Connolly would also
maintain the tradition of naming
bridges after writers because he
“was one of our greatest intellectual
writers.” Answering a question from
Joe Duffy on why the bridge should

be named in honour of Connolly
when a hospital and railway station
also bear his name Brendan Carr
said: “What we are trying to do is
remember the struggle of the people
of Dublin 100 years ago and the link
we have between 1913 and 1916 is
James Connolly.”
He added; “It is the time for us to
reflect and remember what the peo-

ple went through 100 years ago and
the way to do that is by remembering their leader.”
The name of the bridge will be
decided at a full public meeting of
the Dublin City Council later this
year.
For more information visit the
James Connolly Bridge Campaign on
Facebook or www.siptu.ie

Legal bid launched over
removal of premium pay
BOOTS workers in the North
are to take further legal action
over the company’s continued
refusal to make premium payments to staff for working
Sundays and bank holidays.

Workers stage protest over
the cutting of premium rates
outside Boots’ flagship store
in Belfast city centre

An English court ruled earlier this
year that the firm had made illegal
changes to workers’ employment
terms and conditions by unilaterally
taking away double time for
Sundays and bank holidays.
The case was brought by the PDA
union on behalf of its members at
the pharmacy chain.
In the judgment, Judge Britton
stated: “The premium rate is a nondiscretionary clear-cut term and
condition of remuneration. It is not
dependent on the discretion of the
employer.
“All claims of unlawful deduction
from wages relating to the ending of
payment of premium pay at doubletime succeed.”

Despite this, Boots has tried to
enforce the same changes across its
stores in Northern Ireland.
According to Anne Thompson of
SIPTU, Boots has ignored the court
judgment and tried to force union
members to sign new contracts,
thus taking away premium pay by
the back door.
She told Liberty: “After seeking
legal advice, SIPTU Northern Ireland
District advised our members to
sign the new contracts under sufferance, or refuse to sign the new contract forcing Boots into an unfair dismissal showdown.
“Most of our members chose the
‘signing under duress’ option. Our
legal team is now about to take
action in the courts.”
Boots workers have for some time
been fighting management over
similar attacks on pay, status, terms
and conditions.
According to SIPTU, Boots –

owned by a multi-millionaire venture capitalist Stefano Pessina – is a
firm that can certainly afford to pay
its loyal workforce.
It is teaming up with Walgreens,
one of the biggest firms in the US,
and is also entering the Chinese
market.
Cookstown member Julie Hunter,
a SIPTU activist at Boots, said: “I
believe that over the next three
years things will become much
worse as the company moves
towards the final stages of its merger with Walgreens.
“More than ever, the workers in
Boots need to stick together and
work with SIPTU through legal
action and whatever other action we
need to take. This is not a company
that cannot afford to pay its workers.”
SIPTU has been representing
workers in Boots in Northern
Ireland for 30 years.
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If anyone was under any illusion as to
the real intentions and aspirations of the
establishment in this country, the editorial of its favoured mouthpiece in early
September made them loud and clear.
The newspaper was responding to the
controversy that erupted when the
Minister for Health, James Reilly,
announced cuts of £130 million in his
departments’ spending.
Criticising Labour Party backbenchers
for denouncing the cuts, and the manner
in which they were announced, the Irish
Independent editorial writer then went
on to attack those who refuse to collude
in the dismantlement of the Croke Park
Agreement.
“By refusing to countenance a renegotiation of the Croke Park deal while
denouncing Dr Reilly’s health spending
cuts, the Labour Party is seeking to both
have its cake and eat it,” the editorial
ranted.
Over the following few weeks a veritable tsunami of abuse was levelled at public service workers, at the Agreement and

It seems that those who were
nowhere near the scene of the
crime which collapsed the Irish
financial system and economy in
2008 are to be blamed for the
ensuing crisis.
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its supporters in the trade union movement in the newspaper and its stable
mate, the Sunday Independent as well as
across the airwaves.
Even when the Taoiseach insisted that
the Government would honour the
Agreement which was, he said, delivering
significant savings the attacks on those
who provide health, education, local government and other vital services continued unabated.
It seems that those who were nowhere
near the scene of the crime which collapsed the Irish financial system and
economy in 2008 are to be blamed for the
ensuing crisis.
The agenda of those who wish to see an
end to Labour’s participation in government is clear. It is to ensure that workers,

public and private sector alike, and their
families will continue to take the brunt of
the austerity programme that is already
driving the economy further into reverse.
The latest CSO figures indicate that
output for the first two quarters of 2012 is
even poorer than in the same period for
2011 when it was already at rock bottom.
An extra 36,000 were unemployed, emigration is still rolling at 1000 per week
while the total out of work is heading
inexorably towards the half a million
mark.

By taking Labour out of government
those guiding these policies, which are
fundamentally predicated on protecting
the wealthy, are aiming to force the cost
of labour even further downwards and
remove the vital protections that ensure
workers a level of decency in their terms
and conditions of work.
Those who wish to have Labour leave
the coalition government, including some
on the left, have got to explain why they
would accept the alternative posited by
the establishment and expressed most
forcefully in the Independent editorial in
early September.
For that alternative is undoubtedly its
replacement by a single party Fine Gael
government reliant on a group of rightwing independents. This would see the
marginalisation of the moderate Christian
Democrat wing of Fine Gael. Then we
would have a government prepared to
make the ‘hard decisions’ those at the top
of the establishment have been demanding. In other words, it would be ‘open season’ on working people and those who
depend on public services to a degree
which would make the misery of the last
four years like a walk in the park.
Whatever the consequences, Labour
must discharge its historic obligation to
defend working people as best it can. At
this juncture, it can only do so from within the Government. Connolly’s party
must stay in and fight on.
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The Government has said that it will
continue to honour the Croke Park
Agreement despite the persistent
tirade of attacks against it and
against workers in the public service.
The reason the Government supports
the Agreement is because it continues to deliver verified savings across
the health, education, local government, and State services.

2

In its first two years, pay and non-pay
measures have generated savings of
€1.5 billion a year and the deal is on
course to increase this to €3.3 billion
in annual savings by 2015 when the
Agreement expires. Staff numbers in
the public service, currently at 290,000
down from a peak of 320,000, continue to fall through the voluntary redundancy scheme. There has been a reduction in staff of 28,000 since 2008, and
of 17,300 since 2010. The reduction in
those employed means that a smaller
number of workers are maintaining
vital services for those who depend on
public services, for less income.

Croke Park Agreement

Setting out
the facts...
SIPTU Vice President
PATRICIA KING, a trade
union representative on
the Implementation Body
established to oversee
the Agreement, sets the
record straight

3

Public service workers have had
their incomes cut by 14%, and in
some cases well in excess of that
amount, since 2008 and are facing
further reductions in the forthcoming budget while household charges
and property tax have considerably
increased their cost of living.

It is clear that the full potential of
Croke Park has not yet been realised.
The reforms in work practices to date
through roster changes, redeployment, the extended working day and
loss of allowances have impacted disproportionately on the lower paid
grades across the public service.
These grades have also suffered from
the loss of regular, rostered overtime which, in the majority of cases,
is
calculable
for
pension
purposes.These workers are represented in large numbers by SIPTU,
including hospital porters, catering
staff, local authority outdoor workers
and home carers.

4

Considerable savings have also been
obtained through the redeployment,
to up to 45 kilometres, of staff across
the various sectors as permitted under
the Agreement and notwithstanding
the considerable disruption it has
caused to the very many workers and
their families affected by this arrangement.

11

That the lower grades in the public
service have taken the biggest hit is
clearly illustrated by an analysis of
Labour Court recommendations in
relation to public sector claims over
the past two years. Any future strategy will have to give credit to those
who have contributed the most to
the savings and transformation
achieved to date.

5

There has been a significant reduction in overtime payments through
roster changes in, for example,
support and professional grades in
the health services and the
outdoor/operational grades within
the local authorities.

These dramatic changes to the public
service have been obtained through
negotiation and co-operation with
public service workers and their
unions and in an atmosphere of industrial peace. The Agreement provides
that these flexibilities and changes are
agreed on the basis that there will be
no further pay cuts or levies or compulsory redundancies during its four
year term.

9

10

The cost of running the public service has reduced by 17.7% over the
lifetime of the Agreement from €17.5
billion in 2009 to €14.4 billion (net
of pension costs.) Many of these
reforms are themselves cost-reducing
including through the substantial
savings achieved by the standardisation of annual leave across the public
service and through revised and
reduced sick pay terms.

6

€100,000. The workers that enjoy
very high incomes, as well as generous conditions, allowances and pensions form a small minority of the
public service. It is the view of SIPTU
that those on the highest incomes,
over €100,000, in both the public and
private sector, should carry more of
the burden of pay and other cuts to
income through a more equitable
taxation system. Forcing those on
low and middle incomes to take a
disproportionate amount of the pain
is both unfair and delays the recovery of consumer spending that is
essential for the Irish economy to
return to growth.

12

7

Contrary to much of the commentary
by those who seek to undermine and
abandon the Agreement, 40% of
workers in the public service earn
less than €40,000 a year while 75%
earn less than €60,000 a year. These
middle and low income workers have

taken the brunt of the income reductions that have resulted from the
changes to rostering, overtime and
other arrangements as the result of
the Agreement.

8

In contrast, just over 2% of employees
in the public service earn in excess of

Those responsible for managing the
necessary transformation of the public service must now come forward
with workable proposals to eliminate
the duplication of services that is
still evident in many areas across the
various sectors. Failure to do so will
only encourage those who wish to
undermine
and
destroy
the
Agreement and who are determined
to enforce their wage-cutting agenda
across the economy, on public and
private sector workers alike.
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Photo from left to
right Paul McArdle,
Brendan Delany, and
Thomas Lennon.

National Conference

New firm and a
new approach...
By Scott Millar

B

ALFOUR Beatty CLG
was formed last year
by the merger of
Emerald Gas Limited,
CLG Developments Limited
and GMC Construction
Limited.
All three had previously provided services to Bord Gáis
Networks – work that was then
taken over by the new company.
The firm inherited a 250-strong
workforce with a long history of
union organisation.
In early September, Liberty met
three of the company’s SIPTU shop
stewards at the Balfour Beatty
CLG’s headquarters in North
Dublin to discuss how the union
operates within the new enterprise.
Thomas Lennon became active
in the union two years ago at the
beginning of the process to set up
Balfour Beatty CLG.
“We were coming into the new
company and the existing shop
stewards were taking redundancy
and I decided to get involved,” he
recalls.
Thomas is also the SIPTU representative on the Balfour Beatty
CLG Board of Management that
meets at least four times a year.
He thinks the reluctance shown
by some to involve themselves in
union activity reflects a wariness
resulting from the “targeting” of
activists for unfair treatment by
some employers in the construction industry.
Thomas remembers SIPTU
Organiser John Regan making it
clear that such an approach would
not be tolerated in the new company.
“I remember the first time I
walked into a meeting with our
trade union official and he turned
round to management and said,
‘Look there is no target on his
back’. That was the first thing he
said to them and it let them know

that shop stewards were not going
to be pushed around anymore.”
However, it soon became clear
that management at Balfour Beatty
CLG was interested in a more cooperative approach.
With SIPTU’s help, a monthly
forum bringing together shop stewards, union officials and management was set up.
At forum meetings, which are
attended by shop stewards from
Balfour Beatty CLG depots in Galway
and Cork, union activists and management raise issues of concern.

‘People are not
aware enough of
where the trade
unions came
from... that it is a
noble movement
that helps people
working together
as a unit and
looks after the
vulnerable’
Following these meetings, shop
stewards keep their colleagues
informed with texts and emails.
Shop steward Brendan Delaney
first became active in SIPTU more
than 20 years ago when he worked
for construction material supplier
Tegral.
He told Liberty: “The forum
model does work, you do get the
chance to bring up the issues that
have to be dealt with, whereas
before you were only coming to
management with grievances and it
was confrontation the whole time.”
Shop steward Paul McArdle firmly
believes “businesses are beginning
to see the value of unions”.

He said: “If you have five people
representing 200 people and you
can discuss problems with them
when they arise, it results in things
running smoothly without animosity.”
The shop stewards say that
observing how union officials deal
with management has given them
an insight in how to conduct negotiations.
Brendan also highlighted the benefits of attending a shop stewards’
course at SIPTU College, in particular meeting with activists from
other workplaces such as Irish Rail
and Dublin Port.
Although the shop stewards are
pleased with how relations with
management have developed at
Balfour Beatty CLC, they did
express concern about the wider
political assault on the trade union
movement.
Brendan said: “We need to have a
stronger voice at national level. If
you turn on the radio on a Sunday
morning, you hear IBEC and business people just pushing working
people into the ground.
“Working people have no voice
now. I know the media controls
who they let speak but something
has to be done about it.”
Paul added: “I’ve been active in
the trade union since I was kid, but
you do get a lot of negativity being
expressed by people towards the
trade unions, and it is getting very
difficult to convince the next generation to become involved.
“People are not aware enough of
their history, where the trade
unions came from. That it is a noble
movement that helps people working together as a unit that looks
after the vulnerable.”

Sustainable
Energy & Jobs
Creating and supporting jobs
in Ireland through sustainable
energy
Hosted by SIPTU and SEAI

Croke Park Conference Centre
Thursday, 1st November, 2012

Speakers include;
Minister for Communications, Energy and
Natural Resources, Pat Rabbitte
SEAI Chief Executive, Brian Motherway
SIPTU General President, Jack O’Connor
Chief Executive Officer Bord Gáis, John Mullins
Deputy Chief Executive Officer ESB, John Shine
Chief Executive Officer Bord Na Móna, Gabriel D’Arcy
Chief Executive Officer Glen Dimplex, Sean O’Driscoll
Business Development Director Kingspan, Gary Treanor
Sustainability Manager Glanbia, Audrey O’Shea
SIPTU Manufacturing Division Organiser,
Gerry McCormack
Director Biomass Energy Coillte, Bill Stanley
Chief Executive Officer Element Power, Tim Cowhig
Director Energy and Environmental Services Ernst & Young, Barry O’Flynn
General Manager Cylon Active Energy, Nicola Corrigan
Chief Executive Officer
SOS Ventures, Sean O’Sullivan

For more information/bookings contact:
Karen Hackett
Liberty Hall, Dublin 1
Tel: 01 8588217
khackett@siptu.ie
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By Scott Millar
What are Labour’s achievements in the first 18 months
of Government?
Our main focus has been the
economy and our main achievement has been the restoration of
the country’s international reputation. Ireland’s standing was in
shreds when the new Government
came in.
Taking 330,000 people out of the
Universal Social Charge and restoring the minimum wage were also
important.
The jobs initiative programme
was a contribution but in circumstances where there is tumult in
the Eurozone, and therefore low
growth, it is especially difficult to
address the Live Register.
The biggest issue confronting the
country is the crisis in the
Eurozone – 12 months ago Ireland
was Europe’s problem now Europe
is Ireland’s problem. We can only
run fast to stand still while the
Eurozone is in tumult. Therefore,
European stability is the pre-condition we need for this economy to
grow again.

How important is providing
protection for workers’ right
to collective bargaining?

I think it is important that we
vindicate pledges that were made
in the Programme for Government,
namely the committment on
Collective Bargaining. There are difficulties, it is not a secret that the
two parties in Government would
not be ad idem on some of these
issues.
The system of industrial relations that we have had in Ireland, at
least since 1946, generally speaking
has worked quite well. Both sides
of industry have been prepared to
give their allegiance to a voluntary
system that has worked.

Cabinet
Confidential
Minister for Communications,
Energy and Natural Resources
PAT RABBITTE spoke to
Liberty at the opening of
the new Dáil term...

That is until Ryanair won a
Supreme Court case in 2007
which supported their challenge to a Labour Court ruling in favour of IMPACT Pilot
members.
I honestly don’t think that one
swallow makes a summer. It is clear
in the industrial environment that
we work in at the moment that
there continues to be a need for
trade unions and trade unions have
to have the freedom to discharge
their functions and obligations to
their membership.
I would be reasonably satisfied
that we can do that.

Do you mean that the
Government intends to legally recognise the right for
workers to trade union recognition?
Well, trade union recognition is a
different issue to the right to collective bargaining. The right to collective bargaining is well established
in this country.
That is open to question due to
the Supreme Court ruling that if an
‘excepted body’ (a group established by an employer to represent
workers in negotiations) is in existence, a company does not have to
recognise a trade union.
There are difficulties. There have
been tentative efforts to resolve

them and I hope they are successful
but – as I repeat – there are two parties in the Government that are not
necessary ad idem on this.
The employer organisations also
have strong views on it, as does the
IDA in relation to its possible impact
on attracting Foreign Direct
Investment to this country.
However, I think the discussions
will come up with solutions. They
may not be 100% acceptable to trade
union leaders but I think there will
be solutions.

You think it is possible to
renegotiate the Croke Park
Agreement before it ends
whereas some sections of Fine
Gael seem to have an ideological problem with the whole
concept.

There are a lot of people commenting on the Croke Park
Agreement that have never read it.
There is no shortage of opinion in
Ireland but there is very often a
shortage of evidence. I think that a

lot of people don’t understand that
if the Government, or public service
management, want to put issues on
the table, they can put them on the
table.
It would be foolish, in my view, to
let the agreement run its course
without engaging with the unions.
I have consistently argued that
you can’t claim to reform the public
service if there isn’t a structure there
that facilitates that reform.
Otherwise, you are shooting at moving targets. Some people don’t seem

to understand that the Croke Park
Agreement is that vehicle and that it
has delivered significant reform
already and there is a long way to go
yet.

What do you make of claims
that Ireland does not have
enough diversity in the
media?
The media is different. It is not
like making concrete blocks.
Plurality and diversity in the media
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that mindset is a big cultural
challenge.

The main objective of this
Government is getting the
economy back on track but
are there any other areas you
believe it can leave a legacy?

EUROZONE CRISIS
‘12 months ago Ireland
was Europe’s problem
now Europe is Ireland’s
problem’

IRISH CULTURE & SOCIETY
‘I think the post-colonial
mindset and Catholic flexibility
on forgiveness has proven a
dreadful cocktail in terms of the
disaster that has befallen us;
to shift that mindset is a big
cultural challenge’

CROKE PARK AGREEMENT
‘It would be foolish, in my
view, to let the agreement
run its course without
engaging with the unions’

LABOUR’S ELECTORAL PROSPECTS
‘I think it is all to play for;
it really does depend
where the economy is at
in 2016, it’s the economy
stupid and it still is’

goes to the heart of the health of
our democracy and the character of
public discourse. Undue concentration of ownership is especially
unhealthy in the media because it
has such a formative influence on
public affairs. A year ago the
Government approved the heads of
a new Competition Bill, of which a
dozen odd sections refer to the
media. When enacted, this Bill will
put a higher premium on the public
interest test.

How much of a role do you
think the media played in
allowing our economy to get
into the state that it did?

There are all kinds of commentators, economists and some celebrity
journalists poking their heads up
suggesting they had warned against
the crash. It never happened. They
are rewriting history.
There were exceptions such as
(UCD economist) Morgan Kelly, who
late in the day, in 2006 did warn of

difficulties, but generally speaking
our media was uncritical.Generally
speaking our media was heavily
reliant on advertising connected to
the building boom. That is simply a
historical fact. They can beat their
breasts from the editorial pulpit but
that is the way it was.

You have said that in Ireland
there is often a lot of opinion
but a lack of evidence. Do you
think this Government can

help change this?

You’re
challenging
the
Government to change the culture
and that is a big project. It concerns
the manner in which leaders, political and administrative, State institutions, like the Central Bank and the
Regulator, the elite generally and
opinion makers generally, none of
them shouted stop. I think the postcolonial mindset and Catholic flexibility on forgiveness has proven a
dreadful cocktail in terms of the disaster that has befallen us; to shift

I tend to think that any monuments on the landscape are likely to
be in the economic and reform area.
For example the decision to bring
industrial strength broadband to
every secondary school in the country and the Constitutional
Convention, which is also an important project. I think it is important
that the Constitutional Convention
commences with issues that are less
complex which allows us to see how
the experiment works.

In light of the discovery of oil
in the Barryroe field off county Cork, do you think you
should consider again the
part natural resources could
play in economic recovery?
We don’t know enough about
Barryroe. It is very encouraging but
it is not yet clear whether it is commercially viable, there is oil there
but is it commercially extractable?

Do you think the campaign
groups who claimed in the
1970s that Ireland had vast
untapped natural resources
were wrong?
Well, I was one of them. It is very
difficult to be definitive and say
they were wrong because we
haven’t had the exploration activity.
So we have to get the activity, in
terms of prospecting and exploration up, but how do you do that?
The Oireachtas Committee and
SIPTU have produced reports and
if there is an argument to review
the terms that is compelling I’m
happy to do that but, I repeat,
holding up the minimum exploration that is going on cannot be
justified.

Perhaps more state sector
investment?
Ah well, I don’t have €80 million
to spend on drilling wells; we simply don’t have access to that investment in the crisis situation in
which we find ourselves. In those
circumstances you have to structure the tax regime in a fashion that
attracts those who can afford to
drill.

Do you fear for the electoral
fortunes of the Labour Party
at the end of this
Government?
I think it is all to play for; it really does depend where the economy
is at in 2016, it’s the economy stupid and it still is. If the Government
can get the country back on the
road to economic recovery, get
growth going again, and get people
back to work, then distribute the
benefits of that in a manner that
helps the people at the bottom of
the ladder, then its all to play for.

Does it sadden you that the
Left would seem to be bereft
of ideas?
I think, right across Europe,
socialist and social democratic parties have gone through a very difficult time since 1989. The old paradigm created by figures such as
Willy Brandt, Jacques Delors and
Harold Wilson is behind us. We
need a new narrative to persuade
people that solidarity and community are values to be supported.
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We’re calling for change...‘empty
purse’ protest challenge to MLAs
THE Northern Ireland
Committee of Congress
organised a ‘welcome back’
protest on 11th September
at Stormont to mark the
beginning of the Assembly’s
new legislative session.
The session will include discussion on welfare ‘reform’ proposals
from the Social Development
Minister, Nelson McCausland.
Research conducted by the
Northern Ireland Commissioner
for Children and Young People
(NICCY) has indicated that the proposed changes to the welfare system will force more children into
poverty.
The research found that approximately 6,500 children would lose
out due to the plan to cap benefits
at £26,000 a year for working-age
households.
The women’s movement has
come together to oppose the proposed ‘reforms’, highlighting the
issue with an ‘empty purse’ campaign which included the occupation of benefits offices during the
summer.
SIPTU activist, Anne Thompson,
took part in the ‘empty purse’
protests.
She told Liberty: “I thought this

D

The demo highlighted the information technology firm’s role in the
UK government’s highly-controversial ‘fitness to work’ tests for incapacity benefit claimants.
However, one campaigner was
missing from the protest.
Cecilia Burns had been declared
‘fit to work’ following an Atos
assessment in February leading to
her benefits being cut. Sadly, she
passed away on 31st August.
Cecilia – although very ill and still
receiving treatment for cancer –
highlighted her situation as a living
example of the unfairness of the system, which increases poverty at the
time when individuals are at their
most vulnerable.
Those at the protest, which took
place in pouring rain, held a
minute’s silence in memory of
Cecilia.
And speakers reaffirmed their
determination to continue the
protests to highlight the unjustness
of the system.

tors' pensions is in sharp contrast to
the fortunes of the pensions of most
ordinary workers, with the number
of employees saving in employerbacked schemes falling every year.
SIPTU Executive Committee
Member, Phelim Jennings, told
Liberty: ‘The variance in pensions is
just one serious indicator of the
unfairness around wages and conditions at the moment.
“It is our members’ hard labour
that generates the profits for these
directors and yet they reap the
rewards. Our members’ pay isn’t
even keeping pace with inflation.
This is an example of modern day
highway robbery.”
SIPTU also welcomed the TUC call
for greater clarity in the reporting of
pensions, including the mandatory
disclosure of accrual and contribution rates

By Brenda Callaghan

Purse protest
outside Stormont

was a very original and visible way
of making people think about the
impact of the cuts. They could
relate to the physical presence of
the empty purse and the support we
got during the protests was very
heartening.
“It is appropriate that we take our
protest to Stormont so that MLAs
are under no illusion that we will

accept these reforms without a
fight.”
The Stormont protesters warned
all MLAs that McCausland’s proposals would amount to an unjust
attack on the weakest in society.
Speakers at the protest delivered
a clear message – “Keep your hands
of our welfare system” – to MLAs of
all parties.

Demo highlights
unfair ‘fitness
to work’ audits
ISABLED
people,
community activists
and trade unionists
joined forces to
protest outside the Belfast
offices of Atos in early
September.

Pension pot
hike for top
UK bosses

The government appointed Atos
to reassess all 2.6 million people in
the UK claiming incapacity benefit –
and its successor employment support allowance (ESA) – by 2014 in a
bid to encourage more people to
return to work and to cut the welfare
bill.
Demonstrators heard that the
large number of decisions overturned on appeal flagged up just
how flawed the proccess was.
They also showed that the tests
were too impersonal and not medically-rigorous enough.
The tests also did not sufficiently
take into account the fluctuating
nature of some conditions.
Under the system, claimants are
placed in three categories: those
deemed able to work straight away,
those considered able to do so at
some point in the future with the
right help – the so-called work-related activity group – and those judged
unable to work and needing unconditional support.
In Northern Ireland, almost a
quarter of those on incapacity benefit who have been reassessed were
found to be capable of work.
The Department for Social
Development claims 67% of
claimants' appeals are upheld in its

favour. The four main church leaders in Northern Ireland have publicly declared their concerns over
welfare reform and its potential
impact on family life.
The Tory-Liberal Democrat government received a public rebuttal
of their policies on welfare reform at
the recent Paralympic Games in
London.
Ministers began avoiding the
games, which controversially included Atos among its sponsors, after
Prime Minister David Cameron,
Chancellor George Osborne and
Home Secretary Theresa May were
all visibly shaken when crowds
booed them during medal presentation ceremonies.
SIPTU activist, Maggie Black, told
Liberty: “The reaction of the
Paralympics supporters shows how
crucial and important these welfare
reforms are to everyone who suffers
a disability.
“It is simply wrong that while protecting the banks they are trying to
balance the books by attacking the
weaknesses and most defenceless in
society.”

THE LATEST PensionsWatch survey from the TUC has revealed large
pension pot increases for top UK
bosses.
Published earlier this month, the
survey analysed the pension
arrangements of 351 directors from
FTSE 100 companies.
It revealed that the average transfer value – or pension pot – for a
director's defined benefit pension
has increased by £400,000 over the
last year to reach £4.33 million, providing an annual pension of
£240,191.
Furthermore the value of the average director's pension has increased
faster than most ordinary pension
schemes and is now 24.4 times the
size of the average occupational pension (£9,828).
The ever-increasing value of direc-

Sinn Fein MEP welcomes
EC youth jobs guarantee
SINN Féin MEP, Martina
Anderson, has welcomed a
European Commission commitment to support an EUwide ‘Youth Jobs Guarantee’
programme.

It is understood the Commission
will propose a Council recommendation on the issue in December.
Calling the move “good news for
our young people”, Martina
Anderson claimed the proposals
would “remove any excuse for government not being proactive in promoting apprenticeships and internships as a means of getting our
youth into work”.
In its working document the
Commission makes it clear a key
aspect of the European Social Fund
will be to promote such schemes.
Youth guarantee schemes already
operate in some countries with the
lowest levels of youth unemployment such as Austria and the

Netherlands.
Martina Anderson added: “In
light of this commitment I would
urge [Stormont] Department of
Employment and Learning minister
Stephen Farry to ensure that his
department is fully prepared to take
full advantage of these proposals as
soon as they are finalised.”
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Tax-Start at the top
By Vic Duggan

A

AS SILLY season
gives way to budget
season, Irish citizens
and politicians alike
are confronted with the
depressing reality that not
much has changed since they
last checked – the economy
is flatlined, unemployment
remains stubbornly high,
and the Government is still
borrowing more than a billion euro a month.

tle alternative but to continue
meeting its headline targets. Even
a significant deal on the bank debt
burden would do little to alter the
budget arithmetic.
To bring the budget deficit below
3% by 2015, Ireland has committed
to a further €8.6bn in tax hikes and
spending cuts over the next three
years – €3.5bn in 2013, €3.1bn in
2014 and €2bn in 2015.

set in stone by the EU authorities,
how they are achieved is subject to
domestic political negotiation. The
balance between tax and spending
measures, and their specific
design, is largely a matter for the
Irish government.
Budgets are about choices. There
are always alternatives. When trying to bring down the deficit in a
low growth environment, however,

Cuts in basic welfare rates not
only hit the poorest hardest, they
suck the most out of the economy
because those who have least
spend more of their income.
Cutting capital expenditure,
often the easiest political option,
can undermine the economy’s productive capacity in the long term,
hitting growth and jobs. Cuts in
public sector pay will mean

What Ireland needs is a
‘solidarity wealth tax’ along
the French model. This would
help retain social solidarity
and restrain the negative
impact on domestic demand.

When Francois Hollande was
elected President of France in May,
a Gallic counterweight to German
intransigence promised an alternative to austerity in Europe. Growth
seemed to be very much on the
agenda.
This spring-time optimism has
given way to the cold, hard reality
of autumn. Measures to stimulate
economic growth have been welcome, but in short supply.
The Eurozone economy is mired
in recession. Europe’s core and
periphery alike will get little
respite from the painful process of

Ireland can’t yet borrow
sustainably on the markets.
We remain dependent on the
kindness of strangers – and
those strangers are calling
the shots.
reducing budget deficits, even as
economies shrink.
More than ever, the growth agenda needs to be front and centre.
Ireland can’t yet borrow sustainably on the markets. We remain
dependent on the kindness of
strangers – and those strangers are
calling the shots.
As such, Ireland is faced with lit-

reduced tax revenue and increased
industrial strife.
Nobody likes paying taxes, and
nobody likes seeing their tax bill
increase. Most controversial of all,
however, are new taxes that
haven’t been charged before.

This might suggest that budgets
will get easier, but this is not the
case for three reasons:
1. These amounts are premised
on a return to relatively robust
growth in the later years;
2. The ‘easy’ options, such as cutting capital spending, have been
largely exhausted; and
3. Having cut day-to-day spending by €1.45bn in 2012, this will be
ramped up to €1.7bn in 2013 and
€1.9bn in 2014.
While the headline targets are

the choice is often between the
disastrous and the unpalatable.
The Government is hamstrung
by a ‘troika’ of political promises:
no hikes in income tax, no cuts in
basic welfare rates, and no cuts to
public sector pay.
Quite simply, the numbers don’t
add up, and promises will be broken.
The negative social and economic impact of deficit reduction cannot be eliminated, but it can be
minimised.

The negative social and
economic impact of deficit
reduction cannot be
eliminated, but it can be
minimised.

Jim Larkin Credit Union
If you are interested in joining the Jim Larkin Credit Union

Tel: 01-8721155 or email: jimlarkincu@eircom.net
O
pening H
ours:
Opening
Hours:
Thursday 7 p.m. - 8.15 p.m.
Saturday 9.30 a.m. - 12.00 noon

This is one of the core challenges
at the heart of introducing a broadbased property tax.
What Ireland needs is a ‘solidarity wealth tax’ along the French
model. This would help retain
social solidarity and restrain the
negative impact on domestic
demand.
Net wealth above a certain
threshold, perhaps €1m, including
both property and financial
wealth, would be taxed at a low
rate of less than 1%.
As in France, the rate would
increase with wealth. Loans are
subtracted from the total, thereby
avoiding the problem of taxing
negative equity.
It would be dishonest to suggest
that soaking the rich would solve
all of Ireland’s fiscal problems, but
there is certainly an argument to
be made for starting at the top and
working down.

The C
redit
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their
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The Jim Larkin Credit Union is regulated by the Irish Financial Services Regulatory Authority (IFSRA)
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SF says there is a fairer way
T

he Minister for
Communications
and Natural
Resources Pat
Rabbitte has said
that ‘there is no
alternative in Leinster
House’ to the current path
being pursued by Fine Gael
and Labour. That Minister
Rabbitte so eagerly paraphrased Margaret Thatcher’s
infamous quote says a lot
about this Government.

In the first week of December
the Government will announce its
latest round of crippling austerity
measures. While we won’t know
the detail until then we already
know the impact it will have on
our economy and society.
The Government plans to
wrench €3.6bn from the domestic
economy. Cuts to public spending
will further damage vital health,
education and community services. Cuts to social welfare will push
more families into poverty. Tax
increases on low and middle
income earners will damage the
domestic economy and put more
people out of work.
According to the ESRI, Budget
2012 was the most regressive
since the start of the crisis. It hit
lower income groups the hardest
and left those on the highest
incomes virtually untouched.
Many of us fear that Budget 2013
will be even worse.
In a desperate attempt to dis-

By Pearse
Doherty TD

tract public attention from this
reality Government Ministers are
in search of a scapegoat. Since the
start of September we have seen
Minister after Minister target
groups of people apparently
untouched by the economic crisis.
One week we are told that pensioners must be hit. The next
week we are told it is public sector workers. And all the while

Ministers echo Pat Rabbitte’s
mantra that there is simply no
alternative.
The truth is very different.
Politics is all about choices and
there are clear alternatives to the
crippling policies of austerity
being pursued by Fine Gael and
Labour.
In October, Sinn Féin will
launch a detailed job creation and

retention programme. In
November we will launch our
Alternative Budget. Both proposals
will be fully costed and will detail
a different path to that of the current government.
As in previous years we will
match the Governments own
adjustment target, but in a way
that is fairer and conducive to
social development and economic

growth.
We will demonstrate that tax
reform and elimination of waste
in public spending can deliver real
savings and extra revenue to
invest in health and education.
However you cannot cut and tax
your way out of a recession. The
missing ingredient in the
Governments approach is the lack
of any economic and social stimulus programme.
Our jobs proposals will set out a
programme aimed at kick starting
the economy – getting people off
the dole, back into work and back
paying taxes. This is the only way
to reduce the deficit without damaging our social infrastructure or
domestic economy.
Pat Rabbitte is wrong – there
are alternatives both inside and
outside of Leinster House. The
problem is a lack of political will
to seriously consider these alternatives. The Irish Congress of
Trade Unions, the Nevin Economic
Research Institute and SIPTU have
put forward credible alternatives
to the failed policies of austerity.
Others groups such as TASC and
Claiming Our Future have outlined their alternatives.
Sinn Féin is part of this alternative agenda advocating recovery
based on equality, sustainability
and investment in jobs, services
and people.
Pearse Doherty is Sinn Fein TD for
Donegal South West and is the party’s
Finance Spokesperson
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S

O ANOTHER bailout
budget is looming
and the games have
already begun. The
Government parties are
supposed to be at loggerheads. The media swing
from one dramatic leak to
the next.
Our fears are being mobilised and
our fatalistic acceptance is being
nurtured. In the meantime, spending cuts from the last budget continue to be rolled out.
Recent cutbacks in the health
services now dominate the headlines. They reflect how the bailout
budgets are dramatically diminishing the well-being of those already at
the margins of society.
The anger of people with disabilities mobilised powerfully and the
media spotlight was effectively
secured. The Cabinet met and
appears to have made important
concessions. However, this overall
budgetary process is not for derailing.
We do need to be campaigning on
the forthcoming budget despite any
weariness at political unresponsiveness. Gains are possible, even if they
are token in comparison to the overall hardship being visited on those
who depend on public services.
People with disabilities have just
won a victory and some of the worst
excesses were trimmed on foot of
protests after the last budget.
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Shame on you ministers,
time you got the message
By Niall Crowley

Recent cutbacks in the health
services now dominate the
headlines. They reflect how the
bailout budgets are dramatically
diminishing the well-being of
those already at the margins
of society.
Different interests across civil
society will now bring forward a
variety of demands in these budget
campaigns. This is inevitable at this
stage even though shared demands
might fare better.
It does leave different parts of civil
society vulnerable to being played
off against one another and to being
dismissed as competing vested
interests.
Civil society organisations campaigning on the budget could usefully unite behind a small number of
over-arching messages. Common
messages could be crafted within
which each organisation can pose its
different demands.
This would encourage a media
debate that challenged some of the
dominant trends that are shaping
these bailout budgets. It would
enable public debate that was liberated from some of the myths
deployed to justify these dominant
trends.
Claiming Our Future is convening
meetings of civil society organisations
that have traditionally been involved in
budget campaigns.
The purpose of these meetings is to
explore if it is possible to craft and com-

Disability campaigners
protest outside Leinister
House in early September
at proposals to slash
home help hours
Picture: Photocall Ireland

municate these macro messages.
The experience of Claiming Our
Future in developing its recent Plan
B initiative provides some starting
points. Plan B involves a range of
detailed suggestions for an alternative strategy that could be pursued
by Government even within the confines of the Troika impositions.
This Plan B points to some of the
macro messages that could be
shared across civil society.
The first macro message could be
that there are alternatives.
The Government has hidden
behind the message that there is no
alternative to the current budget
strategy. It is a demoralising message
and it is designed to demobilise.
It is a false message and serves to
hide real and inequitable choices
being made by this Government.

It would be a powerful rebuttal of
this tactic if all civil society organisations campaigning on budget issues
couched their demands in an analysis that points out that there are
alternatives. It is not inevitable that
those who live in poverty or who are
struggling on the poverty line have
to pay for the crisis we are in.
The second macro message could
be that it is necessary to increase
taxation and broaden the tax base in
an equitable manner.
The current balance of two to one
between spending cuts versus tax
increases in the budget needs to be
reversed. Equitable and increased
taxation needs to be at the centre of
sorting out the fiscal deficit.
Civil society could challenge the
traditional aversion to taxation and
highlight that we are a low tax econ-

omy by EU standards.
The Government needs to tax
wealth, assets and property. It needs
to raise the effective tax rate for high
earners. It needs to remove tax

Civil society could challenge the
traditional aversion to taxation
and highlight that we are a low
tax economy.
exemptions that benefit the wealthy.
We do not have to agree on the
detail but we can agree to forcefully
articulate that an increased and equitable tax take should be prioritised.

A third macro message could be that
jobs must be created in the shortterm.
The recently announced stimulus
package was limited in scale with a
timeframe for job creation that is
medium-term rather than shortterm. We could use the budget
debate to expose this and demand
investment in short-term job creation.
The budget debate could be an
important moment for emphasising
values of equality, environmental
sustainability and popular participation. These values should shape the
budgetary decision making process.
However, there needs to be a more
powerful popular demand for this in
the face of the current political disinterest in such values.
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NEC PROFILE Mary Dolan McLoughlin

Continuity is vital
HOSPITAL worker Mary
Dolan
McLoughlin’s
active role in the union
stretches back to the
late 1980s.
Limerick-born, she has worked at
St John’s Geriatric Hospital in Sligo
since September 1979, becoming
chief shop steward in the early 1990s.
The first major challenge she faced
in that role was having to deal with
staffing issues at St John’s.
This led to the creation of four distinct grades covering duties carried
out by healthcare assistants, security
staff, household workers and catering
attendants.
Mary was then elected to the Sligo
Branch Committee, twice holding the
position of Vice President.
The Branch has taken part in a
range of activities locally, including
involvement in the town’s St Patrick’s
Day parade, winning a major prize in
its centenary year.
Mum-of-five Mary also secured

Mary Dolan McLoughlin underlined
importance of keeping the ‘best’ of
old union structures intact

nomination to SIPTU’s Regional
Executive Committee in the West.
She told Liberty: “This political
activity led me to become a member
of the Labour Party. Indeed, I was a
candidate for Labour in the last local
elections missing out on election
myself, but securing a seat for Labour
with
my
transfers
on
elimination.”With the move to new
structures in the union, Mary said
she wanted “to ensure some level of
continuity” from the old to the new
and sought election to the NEC.
Since her election, Mary said she
had strived to “bring the local message to a national forum and the
national message to my Health
Division colleagues locally”.
She does this at shop stewards’
meetings held every couple of
months in the Western area.
Mary added: “The union’s forum
must keep the best of the old structures and bring them into our new
organising model in order to ensure
that the ethos and loyalty to the
union remains intact.”

NEC PROFILE Phelim Jennings

An all-Ireland focus
PHELIM Jennings has
been involved in social
justice issues for most
of his life.

Born and raised in Newry, county
Down, the inequalities and human
rights abuses in the North as well as
the political conflict that touched so
many lives dominated his formative
and early adult years.
Phelim first joined the Irish
Transport and General Workers
Union in 1976 while working in a
local meat plant.
He has been a member of SIPTU
since starting work as a HGV refuse
lorry driver with Newry and Mourne
District Council in 1997.
He is committed to the principles
of “fairness and justice for all”. He
has been active and vocal in organising protests and taking part in strikes
in the campaign against public sector
cuts.
As a health and safety representative, he successfully completed
Health and Safety Stages 1 and 2.
He also obtained a Certificate in
Employment Law through the Trade
Union Department at Belfast

Phelim Jennings thinks ‘grassroots
voice’ within the union must be
heard

Institute of Further and Higher
Education (BIFHE).
Phelim has been an active shop
steward defending members’ rights
for 15 years, 10 of those as SIPTU convenor, a position he currently holds.
He credits much of his success as a
trade union representative to the
“guidance and expertise” of various
SIPTU officials over the years. An
active member at Branch level,
Phelim was also a member of the
Regional Executive until the new
structures were brought in.
Phelim was the first Chairperson
of the then newly-formed NI Branch
and is the current Chairperson of the
NI District Committee.
He was nominated to serve on the
NEC and told Liberty he was “proud
to use this position to promote and
actively defend members’ rights irrespective of background or political
affiliation”.
Indeed, Phelim views his role on
the NEC as helping to ensure that
SIPTU’s role as all-Ireland trade
union is “promoted and advanced”
and that “the voice of grassroots
SIPTU members is heard”.

SIPTU dismay at DAA court
application for injunction
In response to a threat by
Aer Lingus to sue SIPTU
over any losses incurred by
proposed industrial action
from Monday (1st October)
General President Jack
O’Connor said on Tuesday;
“SIPTU is engaged in an
entirely legitimate trade
dispute. It arises from the
fact that Aer Lingus and the
DAA have decided to walk
away from their obligations
under the agreements for
the pension funding entitlements of their staff.
"As a result thousands of
members in Aer Lingus and
the DAA will forfeit virtually
their entire life savings. All
this has been brought about
by the imposition of an
absurd and ridiculous funding
standard by the State authorities."

Meanwhile SIPTU Sector
Organiser, Dermot O’Loughlin
criticised the DAA for taking
High Court proceedings to
prevent the industrial action.
“Our members are frustrated
and annoyed at the DAA for
adopting tactics that will only
serve to aggravate a very difficult and complex situation.
“This pensions crisis did
not begin today or yesterday.
In fact, SIPTU has been proactively engaged for over two
years in trying to find fair and
reasonable solutions to these
unfortunate circumstances.
The average DAA employee
contributes over €80 per week
to the pension fund which is
now in difficulty. The scheme
has been grossly underfunded
for several years because the
employer’s contribution has
been considerably lower than
that which generally applies.”

Back direct labour during
lunch, TCD members told
SIPTU’s Education Sector
has written a letter calling on members at
Trinity to support inhouse catering at the
Buttery restaurant in the
university.

The union’s section committee at TCD will be circulating the letter in the coming
weeks to all college staff. A
source told Liberty: “Outside

contractors are being used by
members of staff each day
and we want to remind them
that our in-house catering
company employs direct
labour.
“By asking our members
and all university staff to support the Buttery, we are asking them to support their colleagues and support direct
labour.”

SIPTU to refurbish
Tralee offices
SIPTU is to spend up to
€300.000 in upgrading
its premises in Tralee,
county Kerry.

The landmark premises at
Upper Rock Street, Tralee was
opened in 1959 and has since
served as the Tralee branch
office of the Union and its
predecessor the ITGWU.
The major refurbishment of
the premises will transform
Connolly Hall into a hub from
which members of all the
Divisions and Sectors of the
Union can meet and interact
as well as serving as a base for
staff to conduct their work in
a modern fit-for-purpose setting.
According to SIPTU Sector
Organiser, Andrew McCarthy,

the investment represents a
significant commitment by
the Union to members in the
region while also providing
much needed employment
for construction workers.
“This investment by the
National Executive Council of
SIPTU is a commitment by the
Union to afford workers in
Kerry access to up to date
facilities in building strong
workplace representation and
in striving for fairness at work
and justice in society. It is also
provides
much
needed
employment for construction
workers at a time of unprecedented recession in the
industry,” Andrew McCarthy
said.
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Liberty
View
The fiscal strategy set out in the
Troika agreement is not working.
Economic stagnation has been compounded, rather than alleviated
because of the impact on domestic
consumption. Budgetary retrenchment on a scale virtually unparalleled in the developed world has
been employed as a single barrel
deficit reduction policy. The social
price in terms of unemployment,
emigration and misery has been far
too severe.
One sided austerity will not succeed. We
must gradually step away from it and
embark on a New Course based on investment to stimulate economic activity. The

The centrepiece of this
New Course should be a
plan to generate 25,000
net new jobs by the end
of 2013 and 50,000 by
the end of 2014.
centrepiece of this New Course should be a
plan to generate 25,000 net new jobs by the
end of 2013 and 50,000 by the end of 2014.
This would entail persuading the Troika to
agree that some of the adjustment scheduled for 2013 would be deferred over the
remaining years of the programme in order
to facilitate growth. Parallel with this, all
available instruments to generate jobs and
growth must be mobilised.
Simultaneously, the perverse policy of cutting the pay of those on modest incomes
and those dependent on social transfers
while sparing the rich must be abandoned.
People on average earnings and those reliant
on welfare must spend all their income in
order to live – thus recycling it into the

economy. The better off tend to save thus
taking resources out of circulation and
inflating the already bloated savings ratio.
This means rebalancing the deficit reduction measures so as to entail a significantly
larger contribution by the better off.

Simultaneously, the perverse
policy of cutting the pay of
those on modest incomes and
those dependent on social
transfers while sparing the
rich must be abandoned.

Policy makers such as the US Federal
Reserve and even the ECB, are coming
round to the obvious – i.e. countries need
the space to generate jobs and grow their
economies. It is beginning to appear as
though a temporary fix, at least, may be
worked out for the global economic system.
If this transpires we should be well placed
to benefit through investment, increased
trade, jobs and growth over the medium
term. However, we must find a way to create employment and overcome stagnation
in the interim. Otherwise the damage
inflicted will retard our development for a
very long time and render us less capable of
benefiting from any global recovery.
According to generally accepted estimates
reducing unemployment by 50,000 would
contribute approximately €1bn to the
Exchequer through income tax and alleviating the cost of social transfers. These calculations do not include the positive effect on
indirect taxation levels. Moreover, they do
not reflect any element of the benefit which
would accrue from the impact of declining
unemployment figures. Most of all they do
not reflect the beneficial effect on the wellbeing of those who would become
employed and their families as well as the

encouragement for those seeking jobs. This
is about transforming the vicious cycle into
a virtuous cycle.
We in the Trade Union Movement have
previously set out proposals for a Stimulus
Package to create 30,000 jobs through a
strategic infrastructure programme,
“Delivering Growth and Jobs”. Prior to the
summer recess the Government announced
a plan which ran to about one-third of the
potential. The remaining two-thirds should
be proceeded with straight away.
The Government should also introduce
additional measures to boost household
spending by allowing early draw down of
personal pension savings (i.e. AVC’s and
PRSA’s) with full tax relief, without compromising occupational pension funds.
This should be complemented by a radical
expansion of the Employer Job (PRSI)
Incentive Scheme in respect of all net new
jobs maintained for at least three years to
encourage employers to recruit workers.
Appropriate safeguards to protect against
displacement would have to be put in place.

Prior to the summer recess
the Government announced
a plan which ran to about
one-third of the potential.
The remaining two-thirds
should be proceeded with
straight away.
Finally, while this New Course must focus
on 2013 and 2014 it should be accompanied
by the development of a New Economic and
Social Plan for the medium term. We will
say more on this later.
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A 12 Point plan for recovery and growth of the Irish
economy was endorsed by the National Executive Council
of SIPTU at its meeting on Friday 21st September 2012.

1

Cutting in the absence of growth is selfdefeating. Almost one quarter of the total
labour force is looking for work or is underemployed and the domestic economy is
heading into its sixth successive year of
recession. The strategy of the past four
years which has imposed budget cuts and
tax increases of €25bn, equivalent to 16% of
GDP, is not succeeding. Ireland must
embark on a New Course.

2

Let growth take root. Crisis in the
Eurozone, a weakening UK economy and a
stuttering recovery in the US are all likely
to hit Irish export growth next year. For
some, this is reason to cut the deficit by
more than that envisaged in the
“Programme” to prove the Government’s
commitment to meeting its budget targets,
but this would further deflate the Irish
economy. Instead, the impact of events
abroad and economic conditions here at
home is good reason to do less. By allowing
growth to take root we have a better overall
chance of achieving sustainability in the
public finances.

3

Cut unemployment – not jobs, pay and welfare. The centrepiece of the New Course
must be a plan to generate 25,000 net new
jobs by the end of 2013 and 50,000 by the
end of 2014. The Government faces a choice
in that it can stick rigidly to the 2013 budgetary plan and knowingly depress the
domestic economy or it can take account of
internal economic conditions and redistribute the deficit reduction measures between
2013 and 2015. The Troika must be persuaded that lowering the budget adjustment scheduled for 2013 and increasing
efforts to boost investment and employment growth is the only hope for Ireland
coming anywhere close to meeting the
budget deficit targets in 2015 as a share of
GDP.

4

5

6

Boost household spending by allowing the
early drawdown of personal pension savings. There is an estimated €5bn in personal pension savings. Early drawdown of AVCs
and PRSAs with full tax relief* should be
facilitated for tax years 2013 and 2014.
(This should not apply to occupational
pensions i.e. DB and DC schemes.)

7

Private Sector Pensioners should be reassured. The pension entitlements of 310,000
people in Defined Benefit pension schemes
have been jeopardised by the requirement
to comply with an absurd funding standard
based on unprecedentedly inflated annuity
rates. Other countries have moved to
address this problem by allowing Pension
Trustees to price liabilities against average
annuity rates over a number of years.
People will not spend unless confidence in
their pension expectations are restored.
Changes to the State Contributory Pension
in September 2012 will primarily affect
workers who took time out for caring
duties over the course their working lives.
They should not now be penalised and the
Homemakers Scheme should be back dated
to 1964.
The abolition of the transitional pension at
age 65 should not proceed in 2014 as
planned and should be phased in over 5
years at least.

8

Incentivise Job Creation – penalise job
destruction. The Employer Job (PRSI)
Incentive Scheme should be radically
expanded in respect of all net new jobs
maintained for at least three years to
encourage employers to recruit workers.
Appropriate safeguards should be put in
place to avoid displacement.

9

Indigenous Manufacturing and Services. An
Expert Group should be established to
investigate the options for supporting existing indigenous companies to expand and
grow and create additional jobs. It must
explore how to improve network supply
linkages between Irish companies across
the country. It should identify a way to
reform public procurement rules so that
Irish firms can better compete for State
contracts. Domestically produced goods
which compete with foreign owned products must be better promoted and supported so that they can increase market share in
this country.

We need an investment plan which will
make a major employment impact. The
Government’s €2.25bn investment stimulus
spread over 7 years, while welcome, does
not go far enough. At a time when tender
prices are back at 1998 levels and 40% of
those of the Live register are workers
skilled in the crafts and related construction industries, the Government must do
more. This can be done (see ICTU Policy
Document “Delivering Growth and Jobs”).
Credit Lines must be restored. We need a
new Strategic Investment Bank. It’s time to
abandon the myth that the established
banks are lending to their potential. They
are focussed on restoring their loan to
deposit ratios– not facilitating economic
recovery. Despite the limitations on
resources the Government must proceed
with the Strategic Investment Bank to
which it is committed in its own programme.

10

Tax the greedy- spare the needy. It is perverse to continue cutting the incomes of
people who must spend it all in order to
live and thus recycling it into the economy,
while sparing the rich so that they can save.
To date, over three out of every five euros
raised in new tax measures since 2009 has
been shouldered by working people. Just
20% of tax changes have been targeted at
the better off.

Towar
Incentivise job creation
and penalise job
destruction – a real
stimulus plan is needed to cut the Ireland’s
dole queues
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rds A New Course
The Government must;

• Do as they promised and abolish tax
reliefs for the high income earners and
increase the minimum effective tax rate.
• Impose a graduated solidarity PRSI charge
on all those earning over €100,000.
• Introduce a properly structured wealth
tax.
• Fashion the proposed property tax on the
basis of no increase on the current €100
household charge in respect of properties
valued up to €300,000, with a graduated
banded system thereafter. This should be
structured so that those with the most
valuable properties should pay most.
(Those dependent on welfare should be
excluded and there should be relief in
respect of first time buyers who paid
stamp duty between 2004 and 2007.)

No laughing matter,
gentlemen: Troika officials
during one of their trips to
Dublin. The fact is
austerity isn’t working...

• Apply PRSI to all unearned income over
the current threshold of €16,692.

11

The waste of taxpayers money on private
interests must be curtailed. The slash and
burn brigade are fixated with cutting public
spending, focussing their attention exclusively on the pay and conditions of public sector
workers, (38% of whom earn average earnings
or less) and on those dependent on social
transfers. They have been much less vocal on
the real waste in public spending such as the
cost of outsourcing of public services to private contractors, the loss of tax revenues
through failure to enforce compliance in
public sector construction contracts and the
price paid for drugs by our health service.
The Oireachtas Public Accounts Committee
should instigate a value for money audit of
the public procurement practises across all
Government departments and public authorities, to scrutinise revenue and employment
rights enforcement practises. It should identify the full extent of the cost to the State of
overpricing aswell as the loss incurred
through tax revenues foregone.

12

We need a new Economic and Social Plan.
The National Development Plan upon which
the Troika Agreement is based is a one-sided
austerity recipe which is not working. We
need a new Economic and Social Plan for the
medium term emphasising investment,
growth and social progress.

We must abandon myth
that Ireland’s banks are
lending to their potential.
We need a new investment
bank instead...

It’s simple, those who have
more should pay more...

Pictures: Photocall Ireland

Parallel with this, subventions to private
schools and other elitist institutions should
be discontinued. The third level education
grant system should be restructured to
include capital assets in the calculation of
qualifying criteria and to exclude any possibility of income manipulation.
Simultaneously, the wasteful practise of
State subvention to the private health sector
through our public hospitals should be
ended.

Boost household spending
by allowing an early
drawdown of personal
pension savings
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By Ethel Buckley
Ethel Buckley is SIPTU National Campaigns & Equality Organiser

Women hit hardest by
State pension changes

T

HE Government seems
intent on pressing
ahead with changes to
the rates of payment of
State Pensions (Contributory)
and increases in pensionable
age despite strong opposition
from SIPTU, the Irish Congress
of Trade Unions, women’s
organisations and older people’s advocates.

Changes to the State pension
entitlements of insured workers,
the first of which kicks in from
this month, will see the introduction of new average contribution
rate bands and new rates of pension payment for both the State
Pension (Contributory) and the
State Pension (Transition).
The reforms also provide for the
abolition of the State Pension
(Transition) for new claimants
from January 2014, thereby pushing up the age at which workers
are entitled to draw down a state
pension from 65 to 66.
Furthermore, changes to the legislation provides for two additional increases in the age at which
workers will qualify to draw a
State pension to 67 from 2021 and
68 from 2028.
Increases to the age at which the
State pension is payable had been
flagged by the previous government in its March 2010 National
Pensions Framework and was one
of the commitments given in
respect of the EU/IMF Programme
for Financial Support.
The
State
Pension
(Contributory) is paid to people
from the age of 66 who have sufficient social insurance contributions.
Currently there are four rates of
payment which are based on a person’s yearly average contributions.
Workers with an average of 48 or
more yearly contributions receive
a state pension of €230.30. This
maximum
rate
remains
unchanged.
Up to now workers who have
contributed a yearly average of
between 20 and 47 contributions
receive a weekly pension of €4.50
less than a person on the maxi-

mum i.e. a rate of €225.80.
However, from September, two
new reduced rates of €207.00 for
30 to 39 average yearly contribu-

However, from September, two
new reduced rates of €207.00
for 30 to 39 average yearly
contributions and €196.00 for
average yearly contributions
between 20 and 29 will be
introduced.
tions and €196.00 for average
yearly contributions between 20
and 29 will be introduced.
Rates of payment for workers
with between 15 and 19 average
yearly contributions will be
reduced by €22.70 per week and
with 10 to 14 average yearly payments will be reduced by €23.20

per week.
The State Pension (Transition)
which is paid to people aged 65
who have retired from work and
who have sufficient social insurance contribution is also changed
from this month.
Changes in rate bands and pension rates which come into effect
from September, 2012 are outlined in the table.
Many workers will have expected to receive their state pensions
based on the rates and qualification criteria which had pertained
up to now and will have planned
their retirement income accord-

The new rates are to be
introduced in an entirely
abrupt and arbitrary manner.
ingly. The decision to impose the
changes at extremely short notice,
has left workers high and dry with

insufficient time and no opportunity to make alternative provision.
The new rates are to be introduced in an entirely abrupt and
arbitrary manner.
For those workers who first
make their claim at age 65 or 66
from September and who have a
yearly average of less than 39 contributions, their entitlement is
reduced substantially from what
they would have received had they
first made their claim in August.
While all workers with interrupted social insurance contributions – due for instance to career
gaps or periods spent working in
both the public and private sectors- will be affected by the staggering reductions in State pension
entitlements, the worst hit of all
will be women.
Women are more reliant than
men on income derived from the
State pension.
Breaks in paid employment
mean women have less of an
opportunity to build up a pension
outside the state system. A 2010
survey by Friends First found that
43% of women
have no pension plan at all.
Under the
Homemaker’s
Scheme, the
State
gives
credits
to
those who can
prove that they
were engaged
in caring for
children
or
other people
during these
breaks
in
employment
but
that
exemption will
only date back
to 1994.
SIPTU has
argued
that
this is too
short a time-span and has called
on the Minister for Social
Protection to apply these credits
for those who took unpaid breaks
from employment back to 1964.
Labour force participation rates

for over-65’s are low in Ireland
with only about 9% of workers
working past 65.
This may be about to change as
workers are faced with a ticking
time bomb of an income gap during the time at which they retire
from work and when their state
pension entitlements kicks in.
Some commentators have pointed to occupational pension
scheme lumps sums as a source of
‘bridging income.’
This is of no use to workers who
have not been in a position to
build up a pension pot and will be
cold comfort for workers whose
planned budgets had not included
spending their lump sum to meet
their basic needs.
Others say that in the intervening period workers will be able to
claim Jobseekers Allowance but in
order to do so workers will have to
be actively seeking and available
for full-time work.
For most workers, who have
contributed to their State pension
through their PRSI contributions,
this is not acceptable.

Breaks in paid employment mean
women have less of an opportunity to build up a pension outside
the state system. A 2010 survey
by Friends First found that 43%
of women have no pension plan
at all.
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State Pension (Contributory) Current Rates - Age 66
Yearly Average
Contributions

Personal Rate
Per Week

48 or over

€230.30

15 – 19

€172.70

20 – 47

€225.80

10 – 14

€115.20

New State Pension (Contributory) September 2012 Rates - Age 66
Yearly Average
Contributions

Personal Rate
Per Week

48 or over

€230.30

40 – 47

€225.80

30 – 39

€ 207.00

20 – 29

€ 196.00

15 – 19

€150.00

10 – 14

€92.00

Current State Pension (Transition) Rates - Age 65
(This payment will not be available to ne w applicants turning 65 after
1st January 2014)

Yearly Average
Contributions

Personal Rate
Per Week

48 or over

€230.30

24 - 47

€225.80

New State Pension (Transition) September Rates - Age 65

( This

payment will not be available to new applicants turning 65
after 1st January 2014)

Yearly Average
Contributions

Personal Rate
Per Week

48 or over

€230.30

40 - 47

€ 225.80

30 - 39

€ 207.00

24 - 29

€ 196.00

IMPORTANT information
for those who have spent
time caring full-time in
the home...
>

The Homemaker’s Scheme
The Department of Social Protection runs a
Homemaker’s Scheme for women and men
who provide full-time care for a child under
12 years or an ill or disabled person over 12
years. The Scheme has operated since April
1994. The scheme makes it easier for
homemakers to qualify for a State Pension
(Contributory) by providing credits for each
full tax year spent caring. Make sure you
are registered now!
Homemakers should apply before the end of
the tax year after the year you first became
a homemaker.
Late applications: For those who qualify as
homemakers from 6th April 1994 to 31st
December 2011, applications will be accepted up to 31st December 2012. If you do not
apply within the time limit, you may lose
some entitlement.
For more information contact your local
Social Welfare office or call the
Homemaker’s Scheme Section on LoCall
1890 66 22 44
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Fiscal car continues to spin in the mud
By Tom Healy

T

OO many families
and
communities
continue to experience the triple burden of unemployment, unsustainable personal debt and contracting
income whether as a result
of on-going ‘reforms’ to
social welfare or loss of
working hours and real pay
cuts as wages fall short of
price inflation in many sectors.

The position of those huge number of workers, those dependent
on income support such as children, one-parent families, persons
with disabilities, the unemployed
and pensioners remains extremely
precarious and uncertain especially in the context of unrelenting
and continuing fiscal austerity into
the immediate future and beyond.
A recent survey of the Irish League
of Credit Unions suggests that one
in five adults in Ireland have less
than €20 left at the end of the
month after meeting bills and
essential spending. This proportion rose to 45% with less than
€100 left to spend. Many people in
these circumstances are extremely
worried if there are further
changes made to social welfare or
income tax.
December’s Budget is set to take
€3.5 billion out of the economy.
Unless reversed most of this will come
from cuts in key services and income protection for low-income groups. NERI estimates that these measures in isolation to

Our research shows a ‘Plan B’
budget could create 21,000
more jobs than what the
Government’s own fiscal
plans allow for. ‘Plan B’
means:
• Not making further cuts
to front line services in
education, health and
social protection (thus
reversing planned further
cuts in social welfare and
in health and education)

Our research shows a ‘Plan B’ budget could
create 21,000 more jobs than what the
Government’s own fiscal plans allow for.
any other factor will cost up to 30,000 jobs.
Fiscal austerity is not working: unemploy-

ment remains high and domestic demand
is stagnant.

•

Raising taxes on highincome and high-wealth
households (by 1.5% on
average of gross income)

•

Investing in jobs and
infrastructure (€500
million in 2013 ‘off the
Government books’ plus
€500 million in a
reversal of budget capital
spending cuts earmarked
by Government for 2013)

At this fragile state of economic
development it is imperative, in
our view, to avoid causing further
damage to domestic demand and
employment. In recent months
voices have been raised to the
effect that ‘middle Ireland’, let

alone those in poverty or without
work, cannot take any more. In the
Autumn Observer Economic
Observer we have outlined the
case for an alternative adjustment
in this coming budget. Such an
adjustment could lead to the same
deficit outcome (7.5% of GDP) but
would protect existing levels of
front-line services and social protection while factoring in reductions in the total public sector paybill. It would also avoid the likely
loss in jobs estimated by us as
29,000 resulting from a spendingintensive large fiscal adjustment of
€3.5 billion in this December’s
budget.
The wheels of the fiscal car continue to spin in the mud as additional pressure on the accelerator
of fiscal austerity leaves little
impression on employment, output or consumer confidence.
Instead, we need a rubber mat of
an investment stimulus under the
fiscal wheels to allow a lift off
from the recessionary mud. An
export-led recovery towing van
would certainly help if such were
available but such outside help
alone is not enough.

The Nevin Economic Research
Institute (NERI) which was
established earlier this
year with the financial support
of many unions including
SIPTU has produced an
alternative budgetary approach
to what is on offer.
The website of the institute is:
www.NERInstitute.net

Dozens of Irish politicians call on Israel to lift cruel siege of Gaza

A

TOTAL of 78 Irish
parliamentarians
have signed a statement of support for
the humanitarian
sailing ship, the SV Estelle –
now on its way to break
Israel's blockade of Gaza –
and called for the immediate
lifting of the siege.

Fintan Lane Gaza
Action Ireland

More than 80% of people in Gaza
are aid-dependent as a result of the
widely-condemned blockade. More
than 40% of Gaza’s people are
unemployed and the local economy is in tatters.
The statement was signed by
dozens of TDs, MEPs, senators,
MLAs and MPs from both north
and south.
As well as many independents,
the list includes Senator Ivana
Bacik and Ciaran Lynch TD of the
Labour party, Conor Murphy MP,
Gerry Adams TD and Conor
Murphy MP of Sinn Féin, Senators
Darragh O'Brien and Jim Walsh of
Fianna Fáil, Mark Durkan MP and
Conall McDevitt MLA of the SDLP

as well as James Bannon TD of Fine
Gael.
Paul Murphy MEP and Joan
Collins TD of the ULA also put
their names to the statement.
A number of government ministers in Northern Ireland, including
Deputy First Minister Martin
McGuinness, have signed the
robust statement, which expresses
unambiguous support for the nonviolent Gaza flotilla movement.
Never before has such a large
number of Irish parliamentarians
come together to insist on an
immediate end to the siege.
The Estelle aims to break
through Israel's illegal maritime
blockade.
A tall ship built in the 1920s, the
Estelle sailed several weeks ago
from Sweden, before stopping
twice along the coast of Spain.
It is travelling from Corsica and
headed for Italy before sailing
directly for the port of Gaza. It is
expected to reach Gaza in early to
mid-October.
On board the aid ship are reconstruction materials and other

humanitarian goods that are
banned or heavily restricted by the
Israeli authorities.
An Irish ship, the MV Saoirse,
attempted to reach Gaza in
November 2011, but – 60 miles
from its destination – was surrounded in international waters by
up to 20 Israeli naval vessels and

signed this letter.
“It is an important statement in
that political figures from across
the island of Ireland have united to
say that enough is enough and the
blockade of Gaza must end now.
“It is also a recognition that,
unfortunately little has changed
since Gaza became a huge interna-

Never before has such a large number of
Irish parliamentarians come together to
insist on an immediate end to the siege.
forcibly seized.
There were 14 Irish citizens on
board the Saoirse at the time.
Welcoming the statement by the
Irish parliamentarians, Fintan
Lane, a spokesperson for Gaza
Action Ireland, told Liberty: "Gaza
Action Ireland would like to sincerely thank all the politicians who

tional issue – the Israeli blockade
has been condemned by many governments, and deemed illegal by
the UN, but nothing concrete has
been done to end the suffering.”
He added: “Men, women and
children continue to subsist in the
largest open-air prison in the
world."
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Striking the right note for
Community Employment
By Paul Gavan

T

HE transformational
nature
of
the
Community
Employment scheme run
by the Cork Academy of
Music only becomes clear
when you meet and talk to
course participants.

Glen Kelly had previously worked
in construction but had been out of
work for three years. Burdened with
a high mortgage and receiving just
€10 a week from social welfare, he
admits he was “long-term unemployed and depressed”.
But one year on, Glen has qualified to Grade 5 of Music Theory with
the Royal Academy of Music in
London.
He intends to achieve Grade 7 in
the coming months and then move
on to UCC to complete a degree in
music.
Muireann ni Chonnaláin is another course participant who claims the
scheme has changed her life.
She told Liberty: “I was a single
parent struggling to find a way back
into work. I grabbed this opportunity to study and work full-time with
music and it’s been a brilliant experience.”
In just nine months she has
become an accomplished musician
and has already achieved Grade 5
qualification in Music Theory.
She is busy composing her own
songs and looking forward to further
education and a career in teaching
and performing.

Gerard O’Regan, a 51-year-old former laboratory worker, had been out
of work for five years before joining
the Academy.
He said: “CE has enabled me to
reinvent myself through the training
and education on offer. My longterm goal is to study for a degree in
Music Therapy. I used to drop my
wife to work and then go home for
the day. Now I have a path forward
into work and a career through
music.”
Bairbre Flood joined the course
last November and is studying Music
Theory, guitar, drums and singing.
Her progress can be measured by
the fact that her first album is now
available on bandcamp.com – and is
well worth a listen!
The Academy was set up by Bob
Seward as a voluntary initiative in
1994 in recognition of the need for a
musical institute on Cork’s north
side.
It was established to give marginalised adults and young people the
opportunity to learn music as a
means of encouraging them to access
further education and to improve
their skills in the labour market.
Staff member Noreen Keane
described the Academy’s philosophy
as “using music to engage participants into the process of learning”.
She continued: “An important
aspect of this holistic approach is a
focus on training in personal and
social skills which contribute to
entry requirements for third level
education.” More than 700 people
have now graduated from this inno-

Rehearsal time: Chris
Daly, Aoife O’Hanlon
and Craig Hurley

vative CE scheme and most have
gone on to secure paid employment
and a career in the music industry.
Dozens of students have gone on
to complete degrees, Masters and
even PhDs – thanks to the work of
the Academy’s team of dedicated
tutors and staff.
Reflecting on the achievements of
the last 18 years, Bob Seward is in no
doubt about the value of the training
provided through CE.
He said: “I believe the transformation and progression pathways of
our students demonstrates the benefits of CE for adults in the community towards further education as

Transforming futures: Bob
Seward and Noreen Keane

MEMBERSHIP INFORMATION
INFORMATION
& SUPPORT CENTRE (MISC)

well as entry into the labour market.”
At a time when funding for CE
schemes is under unprecedented
pressure from government cuts, the
Academy participants are determined to play their part through
SIPTU in flagging up the importance
of continued funding and support
for Community Employment.
So, in conjunction with SIPTU,
they are organising a free public concert in the Triskel Arts Theatre on
4th October in Cork city centre to
showcase the talent and value that
this ground-breaking CE scheme has
delivered. SIPTU Organiser Trevor

Quinn told Liberty: “Workers from
the Academy will be joined on the
night by participants from the
Togher CE music project and the
Cantabile Vocal Ensemble Choir, and
will be supported by CE workers
from the Triskel Arts Centre in a
unique collaboration to promote the
value of high-quality CE training
projects in Cork city.
“All local councillors and TDs from
the city and county will be invited
and urged to ensure their continued
support for CE schemes in the city.”
For more information on the concert, contact Trevor Quinn on
087 2906803.

Life-changing: Muireann ni Chonnaláin, Glen
Kelly, Gerard O’Regan and Bairbre Flood

8.30 a.m. to 5.30 p.m., Monday - Friday

EEmail:
mail: mmisc@siptu.ie
isc@siptu.ie
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HEAD LICE

A lousy little problem
MIND
YOUR

HEALTH

By ILLONA DUFFY

W

HAT to do
when more
than homework comes
home fromschool?
September not only
signals the end of
summer and a return
to school but also a
peak in infestations
of head lice and, less
commonly, scabies.

It has also been shown that the
mere mention of head lice will
cause increased itching in people
so, prepare to scratch!
All parents should be aware of
the risk of head lice in schoolgoing children and actively check
for signs of infestation.
However, although associated
with a high nuisance value, head
lice are not a source of medical
concern.
Head lice are a parasitic insect
that feed off the blood of their
host (us). Infection is by transfer of
an adult head louse from the head
of an affected person.
This usually occurs in children
because of close head-to-head contact during play and the sharing of
head wear and hair brushes.
The louse literally walks across
to the new scalp where it begins to
feed and lay eggs.
An adult louse can lay up to

eight eggs a day and these remain
tightly attached to the hair, growing out with it as it lengthens.
The eggs are white and may initially be mistaken for dandruff.
However they do not move on hair
brushing.
The eggs take up to eight days to
hatch, releasing an immature
louse which takes up to a week to
mature to an egg laying state. Each
louse can live for up to 30 days.

true way of searching for live lice is
to fine comb the hair. This should
be done on wet hair using a special
comb, usually metal, and involves
combing from the base of the hair
near the scalp to the end of the
hair. It is important to comb slowly otherwise the lice may stray.
The eggs are usually easier to see
as they are white and as previously mentioned will not move on
normal hair brushing.

Symptoms

Treatment

Most people with head lice are
asymptomatic and diagnosis is
made by seeing the eggs (nits) on
the hair or seeing an actual louse.
Some people do have an itch but
this is only in those who have a
sensitivity to the bugs and may not
develop until the lice have been
present for weeks.
Occasionally people may develop rashes on their scalp or more
commonly at the back of their
neck near the hairline.

How to know if you have
lice?

Often schools will send home
notification that there has been an
outbreak of head lice and that it is
important to check your child.
It is best that parents check their
children regularly to catch them in
the early stage. It can often be difficult to see the actual head louse.
They are grey-brown in colour
and tend to be close to the scalp.
They move quickly and the only

Treatment involves the use of
lotions and – more importantly –
thorough and repeated fine combing of the hair. The lotions are
divided into two main groups:
1. Chemicals such as Malathion
that actively poisons and kills the
louse. There have been concerns
that head lice have become resistant to many chemicals and that
they therefore may be less effective
2. Lotions containing chemicals
that smother or dehydrate the
louse. Because these are physical
insecticides there is less risk resistance.
It is advised that the chosen
lotion be used to kill the live lice.
Following this the hair should be
fine-combed to remove both lice
and eggs.
It is vital to try and remove all
eggs as the lotions cannot kill the
eggs. For this reason it is advisable
to repeat the treatment one to two
weeks later to kill any new lice
that have hatched from the eggs.

The most common reasons
for not clearing head lice are:
1. Failure to fine comb and
remove eggs and 2. re-infection
from close contacts. For this second reason it is worth telling close
contacts so that they can check and
eradicate any infestation. Finally,
there is no shame in having head
lice and they tend to be more common in girls with long clean hair!

Illona Duffy is a GP
in Co. Monaghan and
member of the Irish
Medical Organisation
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Force majeure leave

By Tom O’Driscoll

S

HARON, a single mother living on her own, is
about to drop off her
five-year-old child at
school and continue on to the
factory where she works as a
production supervisor.

Her child gets violently sick after
breakfast and this symptom is
accompanied by a high temperature.
She decides that the child needs
urgent medical attention so she
rightly brings the child immediately
to the local doctor, who upon an
initial examination, determines that
the child has contracted a bug
which has been knocking about.
The doctor advises that the child
needs to stay at home for at least
two days. The mother cannot organise childcare immediately so she
must look after the child for the
day.
She can arrange her own mother,
who usually collects the child from
school, to come over and look after
the child the following day.
The mother has to take the day
off work but is slightly nervous of a
negative reaction from her boss.
She has just returned from a protracted period of sick leave but she
has never experienced a family
emergency yet.
The question arises as to whether
she can legitimately take the day off
by availing of force majeure leave.

What is force majeure leave?
Force majeure comes from the
French and means “chance occurrence, unavoidable accident”.
From an employment point of
view force majeure leave was introduced by Section 13 of the Parental
Leave Act, 1998 with subsequent

Taking leave in an emergency...
amendments.
It gives the employee a brief and
minimum period of paid leave in
order to deal with an emergency situation where another family member has suffered an illness or injury.
The situation must be so immediately pressing that the attendance
of the employee is indispensable.
During an absence an employee
is regarded as being in the employment of the employer and retains
all employment rights and it cannot
be classed as any other leave – e.g.
sick leave or parental leave.

Who is classed as a family
member?
(a) a child or adoptive child of the
employee;
(b) the spouse of the employee,
or a person with whom the employee is living as husband or wife;
(c) a person to whom the employee is in loco parentis (essentially
acting as a parent);
(d) a brother or sister of the
employee;
(e) a parent or grandparent of the
employee.
The 2006 Act extended the definition to include persons in a relationship of domestic dependency.
The sexual orientation of the persons concerned is immaterial and
includes same sex partners with
whom employees have a relationship of domestic dependency.

What is the entitlement?

illness?

An employee may not take more
than three days of force majeure
leave in any 12 consecutive months,
or five days in any 36 consecutive
months. Absence for part of a day is
counted as one day of force majeure
leave.

If it can be shown that the child
displayed symptoms the day or
night before. then it would be difficult to argue force majeure as the
employer could argue that the situation of urgency was foreseen and
that the employee had the opportunity to arrange alternative assistance.

Give an example of what is
meant by “the attendance of
the employee is indispensable”?
In the above example, the presence of the single mother at the
emergency would likely to be
deemed as indispensable.
If the mother were able to call,
for example, on a partner or another relative in the house there and
then to look after the child, then it
would be difficult to argue that her
presence was indispensable.

Can an employee take two
consecutive days together?
Technically, yes, but the stipulation for “urgent”, “immediate” and
“indispensable” remains.
The second day would not be
allowed in the case above because
the employee’s mother was available to mind the child on the second day and there was also the element of foreseeability. Two consecutive days leave would be an exceptional occurrence.

What about prior notice of an

Supposing the mother
thought the child was seriously ill but was subsequently told that it was not a medical emergency – would that
be classed as force majeure?
The child in the above scenario
showed signs of serious illness.
Therefore it would be irrelevant
whether it might not be as serious
as first thought. The right is evaluated from the standpoint of the
employee.

What should an employee
do if faced with a force
majeure situation?
As well as dealing with the situation as best as they can –which is
the priority – he/she should at the
first available opportunity contact
the employer and relay what had
happened.
There is also an obligation on

the employee to fill up the designated form under the Act as soon
as possible after return to work.
This form includes the name
and address of the ill person, the
relationship of that person to the
employee, the date of the leave as
well as a short statement of the
facts. Medical certificates for the
ill person are not required.

What happens if a dispute
arises as regards granting
the leave?
The first port of call should be
the SIPTU representative who will
assist with advice and representation.
If the matter is unresolved, an
employee – and unusually an
employer – is entitled to refer a
dispute to the Rights
Commissioner Service.
The referral must be within six
months of the disputed entitlement. SIPTU members will be provided with representation.
The employer or employee may
appeal the Rights Commissioner’s
decision to the Employment
Appeals Tribunal.
An appeal is made by giving
written notice to the Tribunal
within four weeks of the date on
which the Rights Commissioner’s
decision is given.

In conclusion...
Sharon would qualify for a day
off under force majeure rules. If
her boss disputes the issue, she
can call upon her SIPTU representative for advice and support.
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Health & Safety

Commission’s SME move
‘will cost lives and limbs’
T
By Sylvester Cronin

HE European Commission wants to minimise the regulatory
burdens on small
and medium sized
enterprises (SMEs).

Picture: European Parliament

SMEs are defined as enterprises
250
than
fewer
with
employees – and would cover most
businesses in Ireland as well as
applying to most other EU countries
as well.
It would seem that what the
European Commission is intent on
doing is to deregulate occupational
safety and health (OSH) legislation
for all SMEs across the EU.
This can be seen in a recent
Commission document, entitled
Minimising Regulatory Burden for
SMEs – Adapting EU Regulation to
the Needs of Micro-enterprises,
which can be downloaded from the
internet.
In Ireland we have seen that the
Government has cut resources to the
Health and Safety Authority (HSA).
Already we have witnessed a rise
in work-related accident deaths at a
time when the number of people at
work is falling. It does not take a

European Commission seems intent
on minimising safety and health
regulation for the SME sector

genius to figure out what would
happen if OSH legislation is
removed for SMEs – work related
accidents, illnesses and deaths will
increase even more.
Incredibly, the Commission is trying peddle nonsensical statements
such as, "Exemptions or lighter provisions for smaller businesses will

not undermine overall public policy
objectives pursued through the relevant regulations, for example in
public and workplace health and
safety..."
Who do they think they are fooling with this gobbledegook?
Are they trying to pretend that
removing legislative protection for

SME workplaces would have
absolutely NO adverse impact on
work-related accidents, illnesses or
fatalities?
The Commission has not produced any proof or empirical data to
support such an assertion.
Having checked the annual statistical reports from the HSA, which
details official Irish OSH statistics
over a number of years, it appears
that there are no data sets disaggregated for SMEs.
Therefore there is no evidence
that even suggests that removing or
reducing safety and health legislation for Irish SMEs won’t have a
detrimental impact
On the contrary, I believe there
will be serious consequences and an
increasing number of workers’ lives
and limbs will be lost as a result.
It is grossly irresponsible of
Commission chiefs or Irish politicians to reduce OSH protection legislation in this area. Doing so will
increase the risk to workers’ safety
and health while at work.
It must be realised that protecting
workers’ safety and health while at
work is not simply a workers’ rights
issue – it is a human right.

On an equality basis, why should
a worker in a SME have a lower level
of protection at work than that of an
employee working for a bigger
enterprise?
If the truth be known the worker
in the SME would probably need
greater protection, as the larger
employers tend to have a better general record of managing OSH.
Good safety and health – as larger
employers have realised – enhances
businesses/enterprises by increasing productivity, reducing absenteeism, lowering insurance costs,
and reducing unit costs, thus boosting competitiveness.
We do not see any differences
made between workers from different sized employments when it
comes to paying income tax.
PAYE workers are treated equally
regardless of the size of the employments they work in. The same
should apply to health and safety.
This is an issue that should be
brought to the attention of all politicians – workers’ safety and health is
not a luxury, it is a human right and
a necessity.

DIVERSE VOICES
OF WOMEN TODAY
BREAKING THE SILENCE ON RACISM

Tuesday 2 October 2012 in Wood Quay Venue,
Civic Offices, Wood Quay, Dublin 8 at 10.30am-4pm

A unique opportunity for women from minority ethnic communities to come together to explore the
gender perspective of racism. This conference will provide a space for women from a wide range of
backgrounds and other relevant stakeholders, to share their specific experiences of sexism and racism
and to generate ideas and commitments to work together towards equality and integration.
RSVP by 18th Sept to enarireland@gmail.com or call 01 8897110 ref: ‘Women’s Conference’ Some childcare support
may be available. If you require support, please let us know asap. Check out our website,
DIVERSE VOICES
OF WOMEN TODAY

www.enarireland.org

BREAKING THE SILENCE ON RACISM
Tuesday 2 october 2012 in Wood Quay Venue,
Civic Offices, Wood Quay, Dublin 8 at 10.30am-4pm

A unique opportunity for women from minority ethnic communities to come together to explore the
gender perspective of racism. This conference will provide a space for women from a wide range of backgrounds and other relevant stakeholders, to share their specific experiences of sexism and racism and to
generate ideas and commitments to work together towards equality and integration.
Speakers include:
Fakhra Salimi - Director of the MiRA Resource Centre for Black, Immigrant and Refugee Women, Oslo
Anastasia Crickley - Member of the UN Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination
Mariaam Bhatti - Domestic Workers Action Group, Migrant Rights Centre Ireland
Monica Makulova - Roma Project, Pavee Point Travellers Centre
Maria Joyce - National Traveller Women’s Forum
Nobule Ncube – Akidwa
Welcome address by Ms. Michelle Bachelet, Under-Secretary- General of the United Nations
and Executive Director of UN Women (by video link up)
RSVP by 18th Sept to enarireland@gmail.com or call 01 8897110 ref: ‘Women’s Conference’
Some childcare support may be available. If you require support, please let us know asap.
Check out our website, www.enarireland.org
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Mother
Jones
Festival
success
By Ger O’Mahony

A

FESTIVAL honouring
Mother Jones, an
Irish-born icon of the
trade union movement in the US, has been
hailed an outstanding success.

A series of well-attended lectures,
films, history tours and gigs were
held in the place of her birth –
Shandon in the city of Cork –
between 31st July and 2nd August.
These included a special event at
the local North Chapel on 1st
August – to mark the 175th anniversary of her baptism there.
Filmmaker Rosemary Feurer’s
documentary The Most Dangerous
Woman in America on Mother
Jones, born Mary Harris in 1837, was
screened on three separate occasions such was the demand.
The festival featured a series of
concerts featuring the likes of the
Cork Singers Club as well as musicians Two Time Polka, Hank Wedel
and Andy Irvine.
New tribute songs were also
penned by Richard Cooke and Teresa

McCarthy for the festival.
A large crowd also attended the
inaugural Mother Jones lectures at
the Firkin Crane theatre.
Opening the event, SIPTU General
Secretary Joe O’Flynn praised the
organising committee and asked
why such a “powerful, determined
and courageous leader of workers
and social interest campaigns” was
not more widely honoured “in our
schools and throughout Irish society”.
Professor Elliott Gorn, biographer of
Mother Jones, listed the achievements
of the trade unionist once dubbed
“the most dangerous woman in
America”.
He asked the audience: “Who was
more silenced in early 20th Century
America than this elderly immigrant
widow?”
Gorn quoted writer Upton Sinclair’s
famous description of Mother Jones:
“All over the country she had roamed
and wherever she went, the flame of
protest had leaped up in the hearts of
men, her story was a veritable
Odyssey of revolt.” Marat Moore, a
founder member of a group called the

US union legend Mother Jones,
above, and, inset left, plaque
unveiled in her native city of Cork
Picture: CC Library of Congress

Daughters of Mother Jones, claimed a
new chapter in the history of Mother
Jones was being written “where it all
began for Mary Harris… in Cork”.
She pointed out that it had “triggered much creative work”, adding
that Mother Jones’ legacy had been
linked to “the Occupy movement and
current economic and union struggles”.
Highlight of the festival was the 1st
August unveiling of a plaque in her
honour on John Redmond Street, near
the old Butter Market and under the

bells of Shandon, where Mary Harris
spent her childhood years. Jim Nolan
and Ted Tynan, of the Cork Mother
Jones Committee, unveiled the plaque
at the ceremony with music by the
local Butter Exchange band.
The plaque, commissioned from
Mick Wilkins in the Cork Sculpture
Factory,
contains the following
inscription: “Mary Harris 1837-1930,
known as Mother Jones, campaigner
for workers’ rights, opponent of child
labour, champion of American
mineworkers was born on the north

side of Cork and baptised at the nearby North Cathedral on 1st August
1837. Pray for the dead and fight like
hell for the living.” Cork had indeed
welcomed home her most famous and
most relevant rebel daughter,
A ‘Spirit of Mother Jones’ festival,
featuring discussions, talks, plays,
music and singing, will run from 30th
July to 1st August in Shandon next
year.
All trade unionists, families and
friends are most welcome..

Mother Jones biographer
Elliott Gorn

Joe O’Flynn

Folk musician
Andy Irvine

Audience at screening of Mother
Jones documentary
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Turn Off the Red Light

TURN OFF THE RED LIGHT - Target the kerb crawlers pimps
By Denise Charlton

Y

OU may have read or
seen recent media
coverage about the
Turn Off the Red
Light
campaign
which is seeking to end
exploitation and sex trafficking by making it illegal
to pay for sex.
The campaign is a group of 57
organisations, including SIPTU,
which wants the law changed to
target those who buy sex rather
than victimising women forced to
work under constant threats,
abuse and violence.

Together our partners have a
combined membership of 1.6 million people representing every
part of Irish life, including doctors, nurses, technicians, public
servants, young farmers, human
rights campaigners, survivors of
prostitution, victim support networks and many others.
We have been greatly encouraged by SIPTU members, who
have not just joined us as a group
but as individuals and have
emailed TDs, senators and councillors seeking their support for a
change in the law.
The campaign is fully participating in a public consultation

process announced by the
Government over the summer
and we have made a written submission to the Dáil Justice
Committee highlighting that current laws have failed and seeking
change.
Our research shows that 1,000
women a day are selling sex
through the internet in Ireland
and up to 90% are doing so
against their will.
Those who oppose us point to
the legalised brothels of Holland.
They don't tell you that
Amsterdam is a hub for human
trafficking – there are as many
illegal brothels as there are legal

ones and half of those which are
licensed are run by convicted
criminals. In fact, the Dutch
admit they have failed.
To put it simply, whether
licensed or not, pimps will never
be good bosses and to ask us to
believe that making brothels legal
will overnight turn them into
model employers is a myth.
What we advocate is an
approach similar to that taken in
Sweden a decade ago. There, payments for sex were made illegal
and since then on-street prostitution has halved at a time when
the industry is surging in other
countries. More importantly is

the change in mindset; research
shows young Swedes reject the
notion of paying for sex.
Over the coming weeks we will
continue our campaign. We will
at times again be asking members
of SIPTU to make their voices
heard and hope that we can again
rely on your support.
The opportunity to bring about
real change has arrived. If we let
it slip by now then it may not reoccur for decades. Thanks for
your support to date, and stay
with us so that together we will
finally Turn Off the Red Light.
Denise Charlton is Chief Executive
of the Immigrant Council of Ireland

SIPTU in call for government action to
protect undocumented migrant workers

S

Picture: MRCI

IPTU has called on
the Government
to protect vulnerable workers who
have
become
undocumented through
no fault of their own.

Muhammad Younnis

The
SIPTU
General
President, Jack O’Connor, said
that he was “shocked and
appalled” at the High Court
decision in late August that
restaurant
worker
Muhammad Younnis is not
entitled to a €91,000 award
made by an Employment
Rights Officer.

The award was granted after
Younnis was found to have
worked up to 77 hours a week
for seven years for less than
the minimum wage in the
Poppadom
restaurant,
Newlands Cross, Dublin. The
High Court found that
Younnis’s contract was invalid
because his employer, Amjad
Hussein, had failed to renew
his work permit.
In his High Court ruling,
Judge Gerard Hogan found
that the Employment Permits
Act (2003) prohibited a nonnational from being employed
without an employment per-

mit and the Oireachtas had
declared that a contract of
employment involving a nonnational was substantively
illegal in the absence of a permit.
The ruling states that the
Labour Court could not lawfully entertain an application
for relief in respect of an
employment contract that was
substantively illegal and for
this reason its decisions could
not be allowed to stand.
Jack O’Connor added: “I am
calling on the Government to
address this lacuna in the law
immediately.

“While I have no doubt that
Mr Younnis and his legal advisors will be studying the decision very carefully with a view
to an appeal, this is far too
urgent a case and its consequences far too wide ranging
to be long fingered in the
courts.
“Given the speed and ruthlessness demonstrated by
some irresponsible Irish
employers in the past, we are
in danger of becoming a haven
for even more widespread
exploitation of vulnerable
migrant workers.”
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El Salvador tells mining corps:
Education &
Development
Support
Scheme
Members in Further Education
The scheme will offer up to ten awards each year.
Second-Level Awards for Members and for Members’ Children
Up to thirty awards will be made each year to second-level
students to cover the senior cycle (the two years up to the Leaving
Certificate).
Gaeltacht Awards for Members’ Children
Up to twenty-five awards will be made each year for the children of
members to cover the cost of their participation (accommodation and
tuition fees) in a Gaeltacht course under the scheme operated jointly
by SIPTU and Gael Linn.
A member, applying on his/her own behalf or on behalf of his/
her child/children, must have at least one year’s membership
of the Union and be in benefit when both the application and
the payments are made.
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Our country is
NOT for sale...
By Paul Dillon

T

HE
2009
Oxfam
report, Mining and
Sustainable Development in Central
America, lays bare the
conflict over mining in the
region.

On the one hand, metallic mining
has delivered healthy profits for
huge corporations such as Goldcorp
and Metallic Rim.
But the effects of pollution and
contamination, as well the meagre
economic
benefit
to
local
economies, have been a source of
great controversy and led to massive
civil mobilisation against metallic
mining in Guatemala, Honduras and
Nicaragua.
Despite the international boom in
golds and metals, the benefit of mining these commodities to local
economies is negligible.
For example, mining represents
only 0.5% of GDP in Guatemala. The
author of the Oxfam report concludes that gold and metallic mining
can never deliver sustainable economic growth to Central America.
In 2006, Guatemala’s deputy mining minister observed that “local
opposition has reduced the number
of licences for metal exploration in
the country from 740 to 315 just in
the past two years.”
Honduras is close to imposing an
outright ban on mining, despite significant opposition from mining
interests.
El Salvador, the smallest republic
in Central America, has so far almost
entirely resisted gold and metallic
mining. This is largely a consequence of the work of the national
roundtable against mining, the
alliance of El Salvadoran civil society
organisations and its allies in the
North America and Canada.
Alejandro Labrador works fulltime for the No to Metallic Mining El
Salvador group.
The group’s slogan is “El Salvador
is not for sale. El Slavador will be
defended”.
He told Liberty: "We are very
proactive in educating people in full
about the dangers of metallic mining
for El Salvador.
“We visit the communities who
will be affected. Yes, the mining
companies do too. But we expose in
full the damage that can be done.
“We try and build as big a local
coalition as possible against mining
and do it before the mining companies do so.“
US-born Jean Morill, who works
for the National Roundtable against
Metallic Mining in San Salvador,
said: “The mining companies will
tell local communities, which often
have high levels of poverty and
unemployment, that mines will

Mining information:
Major Vasquez of the
FMLN with anti-mining
campaigner Alejandro
Labrador after they
spoke at a meeting in
the village of Sociedad

bring countless jobs and economic
benefits.
“At the same time, they will give
money to key individuals in the
communities to try and win over
allies.”
On the day I spent with Alejandro,
Jean and their colleagues, I visited
the tiny village of Sociedad, in northern El Salvador.
The anti-mining campaigners
organised a meeting for local schoolchildren and teachers.
The platform of speakers was rep-

‘We expose
in full the
damage that
can be done
[by mining]...
We try and
build as big
a coalition
as possible
against it’

resentative of the national anti-mining movement. It included a local
priest (the Catholic Church is
officially against mining) Major
Omar Antonio Lazo Vásquez from
the leftist FMLN, and another
activist who has researched the
potential effects of metallic mining
in the area. A large potential threat,
however, looms from the outside.
This comes from a lawsuit against
the government of El Salvador taken
by the Canadian mining multinational Pacific Rim which was granted
a licence to conduct feasibility investigations in rural Cabanas in the
north of El Salvador, but was refused
a licence to mine.
The Central American Free Trade
Agreement (CAFTA) represents a further threat.
Peadar Kirby, who has written
widely on development in Latin
America, told Liberty: “The CAFTA
was pushed on central America by
President Bush.
“It has not been reversed by
Obama, [which] is about as progressive a regime as can be expected in
the US.
“It puts under pressure any
progress made by social movements
in protecting resources, as it offers
the possibility that a country can
just be opened up, regardless of the
will of elected governments.”
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Membership Services

JLT Ireland is the appointed
Co-ordinator
of
SIPTU
Membership Services.
“SIPTU
Membership
Services offers members and
their family’s access to great
savings and benefits across a
wide range of products and
services,” says JLT Director
Tony Burke.
“We are delighted to work
with SIPTU and will continue
to strive to enhance our products and offerings and provide
competitive savings to SIPTU
members.”
JLT Ireland continues to
offer great value for SIPTU
members and their families
on their home insurance with
exclusive discounts and a
wide range of benefits including accidental damage cover as
standard.
JLT Ireland also provides
members with competitive car
insurance with a €50 discount
off their premium at renewal.
The company recognises the
need to look after first-time
and new drivers with their
Young Drivers policy which
covers both full and provisional licence holders and these
policies are open to both
SIPTU members and their

family members.
Earlier this year, JLT Ireland
launched an income protection group scheme for members in the Ambulance Sector.
An income protection plan
is a simple, tax efficient cover
that aims to protect your
income in the event of longterm illness or disability. Full
details of the scheme are available on www.siptu.ie
Among the most recent
additions to the wide range of
offers available to SIPTU members is interest free monthly
instalments
and
Free
Journeywise
Personal
Accident cover, up to €26,000,
for anyone insured on a One
Direct Car Insurance policy.
These extra benefits are in
addition to the many other
features of a One Direct policy,
which include a 20% discount
if all drivers are penalty point
free and hold an Irish driving
licence, and 24 Hour
Breakdown Rescue Cover as
standard
One
Direct
Business
Development Manager, Alison
Hennessy, told Liberty: “One
Direct is committed to working with SIPTU members to
ensure they receive the best
deals possible when seeking
insurance products. We strive
to make it easier for you to do
business with us”.
On travel insurance SIPTU
members can avail of quickcover.ie single trip travel
insurance
from
€9.66.
Quickcover.ie also provides
great value family worldwide
annual travel from €69.30
including "winter sports,

scuba diving, golf and many
other recreational activities."
Family worldwide travel
covers trips of up to 45 days
with an option to be increased
to 60 days. Backpackers travel
policies are also available on
very competitive terms.
The quickcover.ie website is
easy to navigate and one of
the best and cheapest ways to
arrange travel insurance.
The newest addition to the
SIPTU Membership Services
range of products is Vhi
Healthcare. Vhi Healthcare is
delighted to become part of
SIPTU Membership Services,
and with more than 1.2 million customers nationwide is
Ireland’s leading private
health insurer.
“Vhi Healthcare operates on
a not-for-profit basis solely for
the benefit of its customers,
using its premium income to
provide customers with access
to the most modern and
appropriate healthcare available today”, says Vhi
Healthcare
Business
Development Manager, Trevor
Montgomery.
Vhi can offer SIPTU members the widest range of
healthcare plans available
with cover for hospital care,
day-to-day benefits, employee
assistance products, dental
products brought to you by
dentalcover.ie, urgent care
clinics for treatment of minor
injuries, hospital-in-the-home
services, 24-hour support
from qualified nurses and
much more.

Call 1890 300 745
or log on to www.siptu.jltonline.ie
Home
Home IInsurance
nsurance

S

IPTU Membership
Services
offers
great value for
money on a
range of financial products from car and home
insurance to dental
plans and healthcare
supplied by leading
providers including JLT
Ireland, One Direct, VHI
and Quick Cover.ie

SIPTU Membership Services
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Money for SIPTU Members
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Compet it ion

Win €500 worth of Clery’s Vouchers
with Sipt U membership Services!

It’s simple to enter just email back your car, home, travel or health insurance
renewal date along with your contact details to fgavin@jlt.ie
Alternatively, freepost your entry to Sipt U membership Services
Competition, Freepost, JLt ireland, Warrington House,
mount Street Crescent, Dublin 2.
All entries must be received by 5pm on Friday, 12th October, 2012.
(Terms and conditions apply*. Draw will take place on Monday, 17th
October 2012 and the winner will be notified by post or email)

At the TASC education seminar ‘Sharing Experiences of Education Reform and its Challenges between the Nordic
countries and Ireland’ in September.

An Agreement for union recognition was signed with the Railway Procurement Agency on 26th July. The
photo shows from left Alison O’Kelly, Human Resources, SIPTU Organiser Jane Boushell, Ger Hannon, Director
of Corporate Services and Vishal Choudary Chintapalli, Secretary of the Union Committee.
Fintan
Lane

Pictured from left; Noel Ward, Deputy General Secretary, INTO; Sally Maguire, Vice President , ASTI; Minister for
Education and Skills, Ruairi Quinn; Dr Nat O’Connor, Director, TASC.
The seminar was told that Nordic countries have developed sustainable and high performing education systems
largely because they are based on strongly articulated values of equality, democracy and Bildung - a conscious
attention to the formation of young people as part of a collective responsibility by society.
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Cuban Five Campaign Comes to Dublin
Scott Millar reports

of them, including Fernando, with
not having the correct visas.”
Following his conviction, on
December 18, 2001 Fernando was
sentenced to 19 years of imprisonment for on charges of General
Conspiracy, Conspiracy to act as a
non-registered foreign agent and

rently trying to win his freedom
in the US courts with new evidence that has emerged showing
how the US Government was
involved in paying journalists to
hype up this case and have the
men convicted.
“I just live in hope that I am

in September 1976.
The bombing resulted in the
deaths of all 73 people onboard.
The bombing was the work of US
based Cuban terrorists among
them, Orlando Bosch.
Bosch was arrested in Caracas in
October 1976, and held for nearly
Picture: Jim Berkeley

T

HE unjust imprisonment in the US of the
Cuban Five was highlighted in September
by the visit to Ireland
of Magali Llort and
Dr. Haymel Estinosa.
Magali Llort is the mother of
Cuban Five member, Fernando
Gonzalez. Haymel Estinosa is the
daughter of an airline pilot killed
in a terrorist attack planned in the
US by one of the men the Cuban
Five were monitoring in Miami
when they were arrested.
Magali Llort has been involved
in the international campaign to
free the Cuban Five since they
were arrested in Miami in 1998.
Her son, Fernando Gonzalez has
served almost 14 years of a life
sentence imposed on him for
monitoring the movements and
intentions of Cuban terrorists
based in Miami, among them was
Orlando Bosch – a self-professed
organizer of a campaign of bombings of Cuban civilian targets.
“My son, together with Antonio
Guerrero, Ramon Labanino, Rene
Gonzalez and Gerardo Hernandez
gave up everything they had to
fight the scourge of terrorism. I
never realised or imagined that
my son was involved in defending
his country and saving lives until
the day he was arrested. As far as I
knew he had gone to Miami to
work as an economist.
“All five men were arrested on
the same day, 12th September
1998, at the same time in different locations in Miami and taken
in for questioning. The FBI first
attempted to get the men to
become traitors to their country
and start working for them. When
they realised the men would not
do this they initially charged three

Magali Llort and Haymel
Estinosa at a public meeting
in Liberty Hall on
Wednesday 19th September

using a False Identity.
Magali said: “He has been
moved on several occasions to
prisons in different States in the
US. It is very difficult for family
members to see him. We are cur-

alive to see my son free again.”
Dr. Haymel Espinosa Gomez is
the daughter of the co-pilot of
Cubana Airlines Flight 455 which
was blown up just after take off
from Caracas Airport, Venezuela,

four years while awaiting trial for
his role in the atrocity. He was
acquitted along with three codefendants in September 1980,
with the court finding that a bomb
had brought down the flight but

that there was insufficient evidence to prove the defendants
were responsible.
“At 11.00 p.m. on 6th October,
1976, my family was told my
father’s plane had been bombed
and no one was left alive. The suffering of the families of the victims of 9/11 is similar to ours, and
we’ve been suffering for more
than 30 years.
“Since 1959 more than 4,000
Cuban citizens have lost their
lives due to terrorist attacks, all of
this because the US cannot accept
the Cuban people making their
own decisions. The attacks on our
country have also come in the
form of chemical attacks on our
agriculture and our people. These
included the introduction of a
type of dengue fever to Cuba,
which resulted in the deaths of
101 children
“In the 1970s the terrorists
began targeting Cubana Airlines.
My father had survived attacks on
two earlier occasions prior to the
fatal one in Venezuela. In the
1990s the terrorists began to
attack tourist hotels in Cuba. In
one bombing, 15 years ago, an
Italian tourist was killed.
“The groups that carried out
these attacks were formed in
Miami by Cuban dissidents who
oppose the Cuban people. These
groups have been aided by the US.
Due to these attacks we have a
reason to defend ourselves and
that is what the Cuban Five were
doing.”
The visit was organised by the
Free the Cuban Five Campaign
Ireland, and the two women
addressed well-attended meetings
in Cork, Belfast, Derry, Galway and
Liberty Hall in Dublin.

Gilmore backs peace moves to end conflict in Colombia
THE Tánaiste and Minister for
Foreign Affairs, Eamon Gilmore,
right, has welcomed the recent
announcement of peace talks to
resolve the long-running conflict in
Colombia.
On 27th August Colombian president Juan Manuel Santos confirmed
media reports that the Colombian
government and the Revolutionary
Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC)
had started preliminary peace talks
in Havana, Cuba.
He also confirmed that the government and FARC have signed an
agreement to begin negotiations on
a six-point agenda in October.
The Norwegian, Venezuelan and
Cuban governments have assisted
exploratory talks and discussions
will begin officially in Oslo on
October 5th, before returning to
Havana.
It is also suggested that another
guerrilla movement, the National

Liberation Army (ELN), will join the
negotiations. Colombian civil society organisations have welcomed the
talks while highlighting the need for
increased international vigilance
and support to ensure the negotiations succeed.
Gilmore welcomed the initiative
during a recent meeting with a delegation from campaign group Justice
for Colombia (JLC Ire), led by JLC and
SIPTU President Jack O’Connor.
As if to confirm the fragile nature
of the peace process, it was reported
that Andres Gil, a national
spokesperson for ‘The Patriotic
March’ movement, was illegally
detained at Bogota airport on 13th
September.
He was about to depart on a
European tour along with other leaders of the growing progressive movement that mobilised tens of thousands on to the streets of Bogota in a
march for peace and justice earlier

Eamon
Gilmore

this year. The arrests are seen as
part of a growing persecution against
activists in the new political movement which brings together indigenous, peasant, trade union and
other civil society organisations.
More seriously, in August, Claudio
Esterilla, the Afro-Caribbean leader
of the Committee for the
Development
of
the
Black
Community for his region, was discovered with a serious head wound
after being shot in the municipality
of Santiago de Cali.
He was taken to hospital and is
currently being treated in intensive
care.
Death threats, attacks and intimidation of local people have become
increasingly frequent over the
course of 2012.
Noting the long and difficult road
ahead, Eamon Gilmore confirmed to
the JFC delegation that Colombia
would become a priority issue for

his department – given the significant human rights issues at the heart
of the conflict. As a starting point, he
said he was committed to requesting
a full report on the current political
and human rights situation in
Colombia from the Irish consulate in
Mexico.
He also suggested that Universal
Periodic Review of Colombia – being
conducted by the UN Human Rights
Council next year – would present
another forum for keeping the conflict high on the international agenda.
Meanwhile, JFC (Ire) has
announced the latest of its campaigns calling for the release of jailed
Colombian trade union activists.
Omar Alfonso Combita – a teacher
and activist trade unionist – has
been detained since October 2011
without being convicted of any
crime. Full details will be available
on www.ictu.ie/globalsolidarity
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Book Review

JACK O’CONNOR reviews Joseph Stiglitz’s new book “The Price of Inequality” uncovering how and why the
very people who brought us to the brink of catastrophe have now consolidated their grip on power and wealth

Going
for
broke
T

Nobel Prize winning
economist Joseph Stiglitz
dissects how the 1%
have secured economic
hegemony over the other
99% in his compelling
new book

According
to
Stiglitz, the “invisible hand” didn’t
have much to do
with the collapse
at all. Indeed, it
didn’t really get a
look in as the getrich-quick brigade monopolised the
landscape.
Moreover, it has had even less to
do with the response. That being
said, he is by no means mesmerised
by the myth of the markets.
While clearly no supporter of the
dictatorship of the proletariat, he is
not an adherent of dictatorship of
the market either. It is not the
“invisible hand” he is concerned
about but the very visible hegemony
of corporate vested interests, especially at the top of the financial services industry, singularly motivated
by unbridled greed.
The USA provides the central loca-

Are you listening Wall
Street? A National Nurses
United member makes
her feelings clear at a
union demo in New York
last year

Picture: Photocall Ireland

Over 290 easily accessible pages,
Joseph Stiglitz, provides an understanding of what has happened to
the global economic system, interprets what is happening to it and
offers a vision of what he believes
must happen, if there is to be a sustainable future.
No-one can question his competence. This Nobel Prize winner (in
Economic Sciences 2001) who is
currently University Professor of
the Columbia Business School
served as Chairman of the US
Council of Economic Advisors
under President Bill Clinton and
went on to fill the role of senior
Vice President and Chief Economist
of the World Bank.
This book follows the now familiar pattern of his earlier work. As
always it is pacey, devastatingly
insightful and presented in popular
style. However, the analysis is rigorously thorough. The arguments
are marshalled with military precision and reinforced by 651 detailed,
densely typed notes and references
to foil detractors and to facilitate
further academic pursuit.
It focuses initially on the devastating consequences of the “Great
Recession” for middle and low
income citizens, the young and civil
society generally. Then it proceeds
to dissect the labyrinthine relationship between economics and politics that led to the crash.
It goes on to describe the way in
which “those who created the crisis
walked away with
millions” at the
expense of society in
general and the most
vulnerable in particular.
Then, and most
chillingly, it outlines
how the same people
are still determining
the response so that it
reflects and protects
their interests even at
the expense of jeopardising the prospects for
sustainability.
However, the most compelling
aspect is the critique of the consequences of inequality.
Most
insightful here is the elucidation of
the economic implications in terms
of unaffordable inefficiency and
waste. The work concludes with a
chapter outlining the author’s road
map to stability, recovery and a sustainable future.
This book is no repudiation of
capitalism, much less an endorsement of socialism. Adam Smith can
rest easily in his grave. Indeed if
anything, it amounts to an appeal
that Smith’s theories should be
tried out for a while.

Picture: National Nurses United

HE author synopsises his case in one
compelling
sentence – “this book
is about the politics of efficiency and fairness”.

“Never in the history of the
planet had so many given
so much to so few who are
so rich without asking
anything in return”.

tion for the work. This book is primarily about that country but
because it is the citadel of the AngloAmerican neo-liberal model of capitalism, which reigned unchallenged
in the world until the fall of
Lehmans in September 2008, it is
about civilisation as well.
Stiglitz questions how an economic philosophy which has failed the
empirical test of history nonetheless
continues to determine the outlook
of policy makers, academics and
politicians alike. How is it that it
continues to exercise its pernicious
dominance over human endeavour
after taking us all to the precipice of
catastrophe?
He clearly understands the reason
why. He takes us to the top of the
mountain so that we can see it for
ourselves.
The only reason why the failed
economic orthodoxy still reigns
supreme, for another while at least,

is because it coincides exactly with
the interests of the better off. They
are identified as the 1% which has
managed to exercise hegemony over
the rest of humanity – the 99%.
The reader is taken on an educational tour through the maze of
avenues, routes, devices and passageways by which those at the top
of the corporate pyramid shape government to draft the rules in favour
of themselves, thus exacerbating
inequality and the inefficient use of
resources.
Apart from blatant bribery, we are
introduced to the much more pervasive phenomenon of ‘cognitive capture’ and how it contaminates regulatory authorities.
We receive a vivid demonstration
of the linkages between corporate
colonisation of academe, economic
dominance in the financing of the
cultivation of ideas and of their dissemination through parallel hege-

mony in media ownership to
supremacy in the political arena,
via political funding.
All of this, (including the training
of economists), combines to cultivate the “deliberative space in
which ‘conventional wisdom’
emerges”. All of it contributes to
condition society to interpret the
constraints, initiatives, ideas and
policies which serve only to reinforce the wealth and power of the
dominant minority as “common
sense”.
The work deplores “the degradation of values to the point where
everything is acceptable and noone is accountable”
The Bank bailout is encapsulated
in Churchillian terms – “never in
the history of the planet had so
many given so much to so few who
are so rich without asking anything
in return”.
Bubble era financial services
industry activity is characterised as
“extortion camouflaged by credit”.
The bogus concern about potential
inflation is understood for what it
is – a preoccupation with the interests of bondholders.
This author who predicted the
double dip recession dismisses the
austerity agenda that feeds the
downward spiral, calling instead
for increasing aggregate demand –
through re-distribution of wealth.
Indeed, it is precisely in its insightful elucidation of the price of
inequality that this work triumphs.
Here malnourishment, stress and
anxiety along with impairment of
living are linked with loss of productivity and the long run performance of the economy. The higher
the inequality – the lower the
growth.
However, those of a Leninist vein
will come away disappointed. The
writer comes not to slay the market, but to rescue it.
The concluding chapter outlines
a recipe for sustainability, which
envisages a “balanced role between
markets, the State and Civil Society
– naturally evolved”. The elements
extend from effective regulation,
through progressive taxation to
high levels of intelligent public
investment, all underpinned by a
healthy, well -functioning democracy.
The only basis for criticism of the
book relates to the limited discourse on how to bring it all about.
The 1% has signalled no intention of allowing the meek to inherit the earth. In this regard the suppression of trade unions from
relentless excoriation to actual
physical repression is understood
in its proper context.
However, there is surely more to
come. This work is essential reading for all involved in the human
race at this critical juncture in our
evolution. It leaves one eager for
more.
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OBITUARY Mick Roche

Mick left a great and proud legacy
MICK Roche was a true son
of the Irish working class.

For more than 40 years, he served
the trade union movement both
nationally and in his native
Wexford.
His sense of justice, fairness and
his deep belief in workers’ rights
reflected how he lived his whole life.
Mick worked with Wexford
Corporation and Wexford County
Council in Water Services and also as
a retained fire fighter in Wexford
town station.
He was a SIPTU activist in every
area of his working life.
As the Chair of the County Section

Mick Roche:
Deep belief in
workers’ rights

Committee for the Fire Service, he
represented fire fighters not only in
Wexford but across the country at
national level.
He also led the longest strike in
the history of the Fire Service in the
mid-1990s – an action which lasted
for more than three months.
As a shop steward in both the
Corporation and Council, he served
members at every level – locally,
regionally and on the National Local
Authority Committee as its Vice
Chair.
Mick served as a Trustee for many
year in the Wexford Branch of the
union and represented SIPTU on the

Wexford Council of Trade Unions
and the People’s College.
Over the years he attended SIPTU
Delegate Conferences and ICTU conferences
But not only did Mick serve his
own community and members but
he also had a deep concern for those
in other countries with no rights or
quality of life.
Through the Trades Council he
passionately supported the ICTU
Global Solidarity Campaign fighting
against child labour, for trade union
rights in Cambodia and many other
campaigns against exploitation
across the world.

In the two weeks before his death,
Mick was nominated to the union’s
retired members national committee, a position he took with relish
only to phone in his apologies to the
first meeting as his illness took hold.
Mick will be long remembered by
those of us who were honoured to
know him, worked with him and
fought alongside him.
There are many more who never
knew him but have and will benefit
from his many efforts on behalf of
workers of the world.
For his wife Carol, children and
family, he has left a great and proud
legacy. Michael Wall.

TRIBUTE Ann Ross

OBITUARY Con Houlihan

One of the greats
of Irish journalism

Devoted family
woman Ann
made a great
contribution to
her union

“WHOEVER wrote ‘parting is such
sweet sorrow’ never worked in Burgh
Quay – it was an institution that
evoked fanatical loyalty.”

Con Houlihan had a fierce loyalty to the
Irish Press. That loyalty was reflected in his
last article in The Xpress newspaper, published in 1995 by the NUJ chapel following
the closure of the Irish Press group.
Under the heading “Parting is such deep
sorrow...” Con spoke of his love for the Press
and of his pride in The Xpress.
He also summed up his belief in quality
journalism.
He wrote: “I am old-fashioned enough to
believe that there is still room for the Press
group, if under different titles.
“I believe in good journalism’s ability to
survive – and in this concept I include honesty and imagination and bright writing.
“The Xpress news sheet produced out of
Room 103 in Liberty Hall has exhibited those
virtues consummately. Now I must confess I
risked my life for this little paper. In its first
week, I was shanghaied to sell it on O’Connell
Bridge. Now read on...
“It was raining in torments and a cold wind
was coming up The Liffey.
“I got drenched and perished: I could force
the headline over my obituary: DEATH OF A
SALESMAN.
“After about half-an-hour I was struck by a

brilliant idea – I would do my vending in the
public houses.
“And so I did – and I hereby thank the good
people of the Horse and Tram and the Liffey
Bar and The Plough and The Flowing Tide and
The Sean O’Casey for their kindness and generosity.
“There is still good in the Global Village we
call the world.
“And I hereby bid farewell to the gallant little vessel, The Xpress, another lovely ship
that has passed in the day. “

To Con a phrase...
EVERYONE has their own favourite
line from Con Houlihan...

Paddy Cullen retreating to the goal mouth
during the 1978 All-Ireland final “not unlike a
woman who could smell something burning
in her oven” was his most famous phrase but
as Eoghan Corry pointed out in an Evening
Press article there were plenty more – and
better phrases – from the pen of the gifted
Kerryman. When Damon Hill came to live in

Dublin, Con called him ‘Damon an Chnoic’.
When Dublin was considered a candidate
for division into two counties for GAA purposes, he declared: Hill 8?
“Someone who misplaced an apostrophe
was capable of anything,” he declared on
another occasion.
And his secret. “I grew up speaking
Hiberno-English: English woven on a Gaelic
loom.” Seamus Dooley.

Warmth and vitality that inspired all
ANN Ross was a warm, loving person
full of life and vitality. Her untimely
death after a long illness has left a
void in the lives of all who knew her.
A devoted family woman, her loss will be
felt greatest by her loving husband, Martin,
and her two children, Kevin and Christina.
Ann started working for the Irish Transport
& General Workers Union in 1988 and has
been an integral part of the union in Kerry
ever since.
No task was too great or too small for Ann

and her pleasant personality made her a joy to
work with.
Those that worked with her will give testament to her outstanding contribution to the
union and its members in Kerry and beyond.
Her ability to organise the officials working
with her in Kerry was second to none.
She was also a holder of an All-Ireland ladies
football medal as well as numerous Kerry
county championship medals.
Her vitality during her long illness was an
inspiration. She did everything to battle for
life. May she rest in peace. Andrew McCarthy
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PLAYING N THE LEFT

Progressive
clubs in
world
football

St Pauli has a committed fan
base that has embraced the
club’s traditional brand of
progressive politics

St Pauli, Hamburg

SAINTS BE PRAISED!
By Tom O’Driscoll

T

HE first thing that
struck me when I
entered St Pauli’s
Millerntor Stadium
in Hamburg last September
was a fluttering black banner
with “Troy Davis RIP” emblazoned on it in white.
Death Row prisoner Davis, who
had just been executed in the US
state of Georgia, had proclaimed his
innocence to the end.
His cause was taken up by former
US President Jimmy Carter,
Archbishop Desmond Tutu, Pope
Benedict XVI, Amnesty International
– and the fans of St Pauli.
It was easy to see why St Pauli has

been labelled the most left-wing club
in the world. In the working class
Hamburg port area of St Pauli, situated at the end of the world famous
Reeeperbahn, you’ll find the creaking and proudly dated Millerntor
Stadion.
It stands defiantly in mock homage to St Pauli’s fierce city rivals,
Hamburg SV – a club that comes
from an altogether different tradition of conformity, staidness, big
money and flashy stadium.
Think of it more in the line of
Dalymount than the Pringle (Aviva).
The fans are somewhat different
as well. In the 1980s, the struggling
club was adopted by squatters, anarchists, sex workers, students and

punks and has been struggling gloriously ever since though crowds have
increased from an average of 1,800
to 20,000 sell outs.
The club was the first
in the world to ban
neo-nazi activity and
regalia in the 1980s
and is proudly antisexist and antihomophobic.
St Pauli fans
recently protested at
the building of fences
around a local bridge.
This fencing was put up to deny
homeless people places to sleep
under the bridge. The campaign was
a success and the fencing was

removed. Don’t be expecting similar
campaigns to emanate from Old
Trafford or Anfield anytime soon.
The flag of St Pauli – the skull
and crossbones – flies from
every shop, street corner
and pub in the district
before matches.
It was originally
brought from squats
by fans near the docks
but is now seen as a
symbol of the St Pauli
pirates fighting against the
rich – such as Hamburg SV!
Presently playing in the 2.
Bundesliga, after three separate
spells in the Bundesliga proper, cups
at St Pauli may still only be found in

the canteen – but they are still able
to attract an estimated worldwide
fanbase of 11 million.
Each fan is committed to a club
that plays in a resplendent brown
kit. It is an appropriate colour perhaps for a club that plays like crap
some of the time but also for a team
that stands for difference, tolerance
and greatness all of the time.
St Pauli fans have close ties with
Celtic and Halpoel Tel Aviv.
St Pauli’s fan club in Dublin meet
for games in Murrays pub on
O’Connell St and St Pauli gear can be
bought at the Casa Rebelde in
Temple Bar where you can buy
“clothing for the discerning football
fan and revolutionary”.
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Desmond eyes up that garter!
IT IS a tense time at the Irish
Star, where 80 workers are
awaiting the next move by
publisher Richard Desmond in
his battle with Independent
News and Media.
Desmond, whose exotic media portfolio includes Asian Babes and the Red

Hot adult channel, took exception to
the decision of The Star to publish topless pictures of the Duchess of
Cambridge.
As the publisher of Ok! magazine,
Desmond has form when it comes to
media intrusion but he has never
before objected to the independent
editorial stance of his Irish invest-

ment.INM, the co-owners also disagreed with the decision to publish
the tasteless pics, but for once the
Indo's response was measured.
Editor Michael O’Kane was suspended pending an investigation. Who
exactly will carry out that exercise is
unclear.
It is difficult to believe that

Newstalk’s family rights advocate has colourful past
REMEMBER the old nursery
rhyme about the merry-goround?
“The merry-go-round goes
'round and 'round,
The children laughed and
laughed and laughed,
So many were going 'round and
'round,
That the merry-go-round collapsed.”
It was a bit like that on Newstalk
recently when Mark Coleman
wheeled out the usual suspects for
a discussion on the proposed referendum on children’s rights.
John Waters was on the phone
warning about the State intervening in family life while in studio
lawyer Marie Steen of the Iona
Institute got an easy ride from
Coleman, who is chairman of an
ideologically-driven group called
the National Forum.

There were others on the panel
too, including Labour councillor
Richard Humphreys and NUJ Irish
Secretary Séamus Dooley but the
pièce de résistance was a phone
interview with British Liberal MP
John Hemmings.
Coleman introduced Hemmings
as being not just an MP but chairman of a group set up to promote
the rights of the family, which John
explained were under great threat
in Britain.
It was a dull introduction for
such a colourful guest.
This is the same John Hemmings
who had a child with his personal
assistant and (then) fellow councillor Emily Cox.
He demonstrated his commitment to family values by staying
with his wife and three children
and voted for himself in a 'Love Rat
of the Year' competition in the

News of the World.
Mrs Hemmings forgave John,
explaining she had tolerated 26 or
so other affairs, but was less charitable towards Ms Cox.
In 2010, she appeared in court
charged with stealing a cat that
belonged to Ms Cox. She pleaded
"not guilty" but after a three-day
trial at Birmingham Crown Court,
she was found guilty and was
given a nine months suspended
jail sentence for burglary.
None of this came up in conversation as John warned against
threats to family values.
Instead, Marc wondered who
would be funding the referendum
campaign in favour of a Children’s
Rights referendum, ironically hinting darkly at outside forces influencing an Irish referendum campaign.
Meow!

LookLeft – progressive news, views and solutions
On sale in Easons Stores and selected news-agents
throughout Ireland, only €2/£1.50
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Sorry the hardest word
JUDGE Mary Devins
really needs to have a
good look at herself.
She had to issue two
apologies after her
nasty little slur on
Polish
people
in
Ireland.

While hearing of the case
against Enda Moylette, of
Derrycoorane, Island-eady,
Castlebar, Co Mayo, for public order offences, Judge
Conall Gibbons heard that
Moylette had called a doorman “a fat Polish fucker”.
Judge Gibbons adjourned
the case ordering Moylette
to pay €1,000 to a Polish
charity in lieu of a conviction and a fine. Judge
Devins was deputising for
Judge Gibbons a week later
when the question arose as
whether there is a Polish
charity in Ireland.
"A Polish charity? There is.

Across
7 Fiddle (6)
8 Genuine (6)
9 Baker's dozen? (4)
10 Put beneath a carpet (8)
11 A type of camera (7)
13 Mary Harris's more famous second name (5)
15 City in which the Cuban Five were arrested? (5)
16 The western world had one (7)
18 In Gaelic football you are allowed to use to block an opponent (8)
19 Party which James Connolly helped establish in 1896 (4)
21 Recovering from flight (3,3)
22 Brehon law for Muslims (6)

Down
1 Vice President of SIPTU (4)
2 Gross irreverance towards God or the Gods (13)
3 Come out once a year (7)
4 Praised the cheiftains of old Ireland (5)
5 Conforming to a set type (13)
6 Capital of Bosnia (8)
12 Surrounds the Isle of Mann (5,3)
14 One who sells flowers (7)
17 "Haste makes waste," e.g. (5)
20 Drops from the sky (4)

Desmond is entirely motivated by concern for taste and decency.
With the Leveson report due shortly,
he has an eye on his UK reputation
and there are even those who think
that the magnate has his eye on a
knighthood.
A Knight of the Garter perhaps?

It’s called the social welfare," she quipped, provoking a storm of protest. She
was forced to issue an apology in which she foolishly
sought to put her remarks in
context.
The half-hearted apology
was followed by a second,
more generous apology after
strong protests from the
Polish Forum in Ireland.
SIPTU’S Barnaba Dorda
said the judge’s comments
made his "blood boil" pointing out that having paid
their taxes and PRSI Polish
workers who lose their jobs
are entitled to social welfare.
With District Judges reenforcing stereotypes it is
no wonder racism remains a
problem. As for the doorman. He was a man going
about his work. As it happens he was Irish and as
undeserving of the abuse as
the Polish community.

*Correctly fill in the crossword
to reveal the hidden word,
contained by reading the
letters in the shaded squares
from top to bottom. Email the
hidden word to communicationsdepartment@siptu.ie or
post to Communications Dept.,
Liberty Hall, Dublin1 along
with your name and address
and you will to be entered into
a prize draw to win two nights
for two people in one of
Ireland’s Fair Hotels.
The winner of the crossword
quiz will be published in the
next issue of Liberty.
*Terms and conditions apply.

Last month’s crossword
winner was: Patrick Fagan,
Tallaght, Dublin 24

MEMBERSHIP
SERVICES
ENJOY GREAT MEMBERSHIP DEA LS ! !

Exclusive Discounts for SIPTU Members

û50 off
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S ubje c t t o un d e r w r i t in g a n d a c c e p t a n c e cr i t e r ia .
Terms and conditions apply.
J LT Insurance Broker s Ireland L imited trading as
J LT Ireland, J LT Financial S er vices, G I S Ireland,
Charit y Insurance, Teacher wise, Childcare Insurance,
J LT Online, J LT Trade Credit Insurance
i s r e g ul a t e d by t h e C e n t r a l B a n k o f I r e l a n d .

The Informed
Choice For
Ethical Consumers

Great value dental
insurance plans
for all ages
1890 789 999 www.dentalcover.ie
(Quote SIPTU reference: 72677)
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www.fairhotels.ie
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